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FOREWORD

In the following pages an impartial observer gives his objective

testimony to the nature of Israel's aggression on the Arab countries

bordering its artificial frontiers. For a country like Israel which was

created by power politics, employing the machinery of the United

Nations, the testimony of the Chief of Staff of the United Nations

Truce Supervision Organization of Palestine, General Vagn Bennike

(of Denmark) reveals the extent to which Israel has and continues to

violate the UN resolutions on the Palestine Question.

General Bennike's testimony contains his own assessment of the

tension between Israel and neighboring Arab states as well as his

answers to questions addressed to him by members of the UN Security

Council which discussed the massacre of the Arab village of Qibya on
the Jordanian-Israeli border, where Israeli military authorities killed

some 60 defenseless Arab men, women and children.

The Qibya massacre was brought to the UN Security Council in

October 1953 by the governments of the United States of America,

Britain, and France.

General Bennike's testimony reveals the fact that the only "provoca-

tion" that led the Israeli authorities to commit this massacre of Qibya
was that some of the Palestine Arab Refugees (800,000 of them driven

from their homes by Israeli aggression in 1948) are only attempting

to return to the homes and farms which they occupied during their

lives, until Palestine was invaded by alien Israelis.





The PRESIDENT: The provisional agenda, which is contained in

document S/AGENDA/630, is the revised agenda that the Council

adopted the other day, and therefore I assume that it will now be

adopted without objection.

The agenda was adopted.

THE PALESTINE QUESTION
COMPLIANCE WITH AND ENFORCEMENT OF THE GEN-

ERAL ARMISTICE AGREEMENTS, WITH SPECIAL REFER-
ENCE TO RECENT ACTS OF VIOLENCE, AND IN PARTICU-
LAR TO THE INCIDENT AT QIBIYA ON 14-15 OCTOBER:
REPORT BY THE CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE TRUCE SUPER-
VISION ORGANIZATION
At the invitation of the President, Major General Bennike, Chief

of Staff of the Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine, took a

place at the Security Council table.

The PRESIDENT: In a letter of 21 October, the representative

of Israel asked permission to take part in our discussion. I take it

that the Council will ask me to invite him to the table.

At the invitation of the President, Mr. Eban, representative of

Israel, took a place at the Security Council table.

The PRESIDENT: The Secretary-General desires to address the

Security Council.

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: As the members of the Security

Council will recall, it was decided on 19 October of this year, at the

Council's six hundred and twenty-sixth meeting, that General Vagn

Bennike, Chief of Staff of the United Nations Truce Supervision

Organization, should be invited to report in person on the item now

being considered by the Council.

Before presenting General Bennike, may I take this opportunity to

express my special concern, as Secretary-General, regarding the out-

breaks of violence and the recent incidents which have taken place

in Palestine, creating new tensions in the Middle East. These inci-

dents constitute serious violations of the General Armistice Agree-

ments concluded by the parties in 1949.

I consider it my duty to recall to the parties concerned that, as

has been stated in different Security Council resolutions, the Gen-

eral Armistice Agreements signed, pending the final peace settlement,

pursuant to Article 40 of the Charter, include firm pledges against

any acts of hostility between the parties. They also provide for super-

vision of the Armistice by the parties themselves and by the Mixed

Armistice Commissions under the chairmanship of the Chief of

Staff of the Truce Supervision Organization.

I wish also to express a firm hope that the parties will give full



consideration to their obligations under the terms of the Armistice

Agreements and that they will refrain from any action, contrary to

those Agreements, which would prejudice the attainment of perma-

nent peace in Palestine, which is the ultimate aim of the United

Nations in the Middle East.

In conclusion, may I make a strong appeal to the parties con-

cerned to refrain from spreading rumors and from provocative acts

which would contribute to a widening of tensions in the area, and

especially to avoid any premature actions which could jeopardize the

Council's present endeavours.

And now, Mr. President, I take pleasure in introducing to you and

to the other members of the Security Council, Major General Vagn

Bennike, Chief of Staff of the United Nations Truce Supervision

Organization.

The PRESIDENT: The Chief of StafE of the Truce Supervision

Organization, General Bennike, will now present his report.

Major General BENNIKE (Chief of Staff of the United Nations

Truce Supervision Organization): The Security Council, at its six

hundred and twenty-sixth meeting, on 19 October, requested me to

proceed to New York and report in person. I am grateful for this

opportunity to give the Security Council the information at ray dis-

posal.. The three Governments which, on 17 October, submitted the

question stated that in their opinion its consideration was "necessary

to prevent a possible threat to the security of the area". I am also

of the opinion that a threat to the security of the area is possible

and that the situation deserves the attention of the Security Council.

I shall deal, in the first place, with the situation along the armis-

tice demarcation line between Israel and Jordan. The text of the

item which the Security Council has decided to discuss refers espe-

cially to recent acts of violence, and in particular to the incidents at

Qibiya on 14-15 October.

Before dealing particularly with the Qibiya incident, I should like

to make a brief reference to previous incidents which, since the begin-

ning of this year, have also constituted grave violations of the cease-

fire between Jordan and Israel.

On 28-29 January, Israeli military forces estimated at 120 to

150 men, using two-inch mortars, three-inch mortars, P.I.A.T.

(Personnel—Infantry—^Anti-tank weapons), Bangalore torpe-

does (long metal tubes containing an explosive charge), ma-

chine-guns, grenades and small arms, crossed the demarcation

line and attacked the Arab villages of Falame and Rantis. At

Falame the mukhtar was killed, seven other villagers were

wounded, and three houses were demolished. The attack lasted
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"The Mukhtar was killed at Falame"

House in Falame: "Israel was condemned for this act"

—General Bennike.
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four and a half hours. Israel was condemned for this act by the

Mixed Armistice Commission.

On 22 April, firing broke out at sunset within Jerusalem along the

demarcation line on a length of about four kilometres. It lasted two
hours, until the cease-fire arranged by United Nations observers came
into effect. On the following day, there were isolated shots in the

early morning and in the afternoon. There were twenty Jordanian
casualties—ten killed and ten wounded. Six Israelis were wounded.
The Jerusalem incident was investigated by United Nations observers.

After studying the evidence thus collected, my predecessor. General

Riley, in a report to the Security Council on the violation of the

cease-fire, stated that it appeared impossible to determine who fired

the first shot.

On 25, 26 and 27 May, the two parties submitted complaints alleg-

ing violation of the General Armistice Agreement by civilians and
military personnel in the Dawayima area. In an emergency meeting

of the Mixed Armistice Commission, both parties agreed to a mixed

investigation. United Nations observers accompanied the representa-

tives to the demarcation line to establish the facts. Despite the cease

fire which had been previously arranged, heavy firing broke out dur-

ing the investigation. The origin of the incident was the illegal cul-

tivation by Jordanians of land in Israel territory. Armed Jordanians

had penetrated Israel territory to harvest crops, and other Jordanians

had fired across the demarcation line to protect the harvesters. On
the other hand, Israel troops had fired across the demarcation line

at Jordanians in Jordan territory, and Israel soldiers had burned

crops in Jordan territory.

During the latter part of May 1953, incidents took place which

cost the lives of three persons and in which six others were wounded.

There seemed to be no motive for these crimes other than killing

for the sake of killing. On the night of 25-26 May, an armed group

from Jordan attacked two homes in Beit Arif, wounding two women.

The same night, armed Jordanians attacked a home in Beit Naballa,

killing a woman and wounding her husband and two children.

Jordan was condemned for all three of these attacks. On the night of

9 June, armed Jordanians blew up a house in Tirat Yehuda, killing

one man, and two nights later an armed band struck at a house in

Kfar Hess, killing a woman and seriously wounding her husband.

Jordan was again condemned by the Mixed Armistice Commission

for these attacks. Both Governments were greatly concerned over the

happenings during this fortnight, and a great effort was made to

stop the work of these groups, which seemed bent on creating tension

along the border.
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On the night of 11 August 1953, Israel military forces using

demolition mines, Bangalore torpedoes, two-inch mortars, ma-

chine guns and small arms attacked the villages of Idna, Surif

and Wadi Fukin, inflicting casualties among the inhabitants and

destroying dwellings. The Mixed Armistice Commission con-

demned Israel for these attacks.

The information I am going to submit on the Qibiya incident is

based on reports received from United Nations observers, in particu-

lar from the senior officer who is the Acting Chairman of the Mixed

Armistice Commission.

Following the receipt of a Jordan complaint that a raid on the

village of Qibiya had been carried out by Israel military forces dur-

ing the night of 14-15 October, between 9.30 p.m. and 4.30 a.m., a

United Nations investigation team departed from Jerusalem for

Qibiya at about 6.30 a.m. on 15 October. The Acting Chairman also

left for Qibiya on the same morning. On reaching the village, he

found that between thirty and forty buildings had been completely

demolished, including the school, the water pumping station, the

police station and the telephone office.

Near the police station one lorry had been completely destroyed

by fire. The necks and trigger attachments of incendiary bombs

were found nearby.

Bullet-riddled bodies near the doorways and multiple bullet hits

on the doors of the demolished houses indicated that the inhabitants

had been forced to remain inside until their homes were blown up

over them.

There were several small craters along the western perimeter of the

village, and the tails of two-inch mortar shells were found. Four

gaps, approximately three metres in width, had been blasted in the

barbed-wire protective fence surrounding the village. Fragments,

easily identifiable as parts of Bangalore torpedoes, were found near

these gaps.

By the time the Acting Chairman left Qibiya, twenty-seven bodies

had been dug from the rubble. The villagers were digging for others

who they claimed were still buried beneath the building stones. They

believed that the number of dead might reach sixty. Six wounded

persons were seen in the village, and the Acting Chairman was told

that there were other wounded persons in the hospital.

Witnesses were uniform in describing their experience as a

night of horror, during which Israel soldiers moved about in

their village, blowing up buildings, firing into doorways and win-

dows with automatic weapons and throwing hand grenades. A
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Qibya: Israeli armed forces committed "cold-blooded murder of
forty-two lives, including men, women, children"—U. N. Mixed Armis-

tice Commission.



number of unexploded hand grenades, marked with Hebrew let-

ters indicating recent Israel manufacture, and three bags of TNT
were found in and about the village.

An emergency meeting of the Mixed Armistice Commission was

held in the afternoon of 15 October. The following resolution,

moved by the Jordan delegation, was adopted by majority vote, with

the Israel delegation voting against it:

"Part One

"a. The crossing of the demarcation line by a force approx-

imating one half of a battalion from the Israel Regular Army,

fully equipped, into Qibya village on the night of 14-15 Octo-

ber 1953 to attack the inhabitants by firing from automatic

weapons and throwing grenades and using Bangalore torpe-

does together with TNT explosive, by which forty-one dwell-

ing houses and a school building were completely blown up,

resulting in the cold-blooded murder of forty-two lives, includ-

ing men, women, children, and the wounding of fifteen persons

and the damage of a police car, fandj at the same time, the

crossing of a part of the same group into Shuqba village,

{are} a breach of article III, paragraph 2 of the General

Armistice Agreement,
"b. The shelling by a supporting unit to that force by three-inch

mortar guns from across the demarcation line on Budrus village,

which resulted in the damage of some houses and a bus and the

wounding of an N.C.O. in charge of the National Guards, is a

breach of article III, paragraph 3 of the General Armistice Agree-

ment.

"Part Two

"The Mixed Armistice Commission decides that it is ex-

tremely important that the Israel authorities should take im-

mediately the most vigorous measures to prevent the recur-

rence of such aggressions against Jordan and its citizens."

I discussed with the Acting Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Com-

mission the reasons why he had supported the resolution condemning

the Israel Army for having carried out this attack and, after listening

to his explanations, I asked him to state them in writing. I shall now

read out his memorandum.

"The following evidence led to my conviction that Israel military

forces planned and carried out this attack:

"1. Witnesses to the attack described the attackers as Israelis in

military uniform with full equipment.

"2. The use of 81-mm. mortars against the village of Budrus.
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At least twenty-five hits of these shells were noted in and about
Budrus and the tails of many were brought in as evidence by the
United Nations observer. The 81mm. mortar is a standard weapon
of the Israel Army, and we have had no discussions in the Mixed
Armistice Commission that would indicate that this weapon is

used by other than military forces.

"3. The use of Bangalore torpedoes to blast openings in the
barbed wire fences, concertina type, surrounding the village of
Qibiya. The Bangalore torpedo is normally used by military forces

during an offensive action to blast a pathway through barbed wire
entanglements and mine fields. On 28-29 January 1953, Israel

military forces raided the village of Falame, inside Jordan. In this

instance 81-,mm. mortars, P.I.A.T. and Bangalore torpedoes were
among the weapons used. Israel was condemned for this action

and it was brought out, not only in the discussion of the Falame
incident but in the discussion of the Israel counter-complaints, that

Israel military forces had carried out this raid. In August 1953,

Israel was condemned for attacking the villages of Wadi Fukin,
Idna and Surif in Jordan territory on the night of 11-12 August.
In Wadi Fukin the attackers used Bangalore torpedoes, demolition
bombs and automatic weapons. The resolution passed by the

Mixed Armistice Commission condemned Israel regular forces for

having carried out this raid. Substantiating the contention that

regular military forces took part in these raids is the fact that the

body of an Israel soldier in full uniform with identification tag

was found in the village of Idna after the attack. Again, we have
discussed no complaint that would indicate that the Bangalore

torpedo is used by other than military forces.

"4. The use of TNT demolition bombs in such quantity and
with such expert results. One United Nations observer, a demoli-

tion expert, present at the investigation pointed out the heavy con-

struction of the cut stone buildings and the fact that many of

them had overheads reinforced by steel rails. He estimated that at

least seventy demolition bombs were used to accomplish the com-
plete destruction noted.

"5. The use of two-inch mortars against the village of Kibya.

This weapon is also standard military equipment, and we have dis-

cussed no case that would indicate that this weapon is used by
other than military forces.

"6. The use of specially manufactured incendiary bombs to

destroy a lorry inside the village of Qibiya. The necks and trigger

attachments of these bombs were found near the burned vehicle.

This type of bomb was used by Israel military forces to burn a
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field of grain inside Jordan on 28 May 1953 in the Dawayima area.

This incident was discussed at the hundred and twenty-second

Mixed Armistice Commission meeting, and the following resolution

was passed:

" 'The Mixed Armistice Commission decides that the burning of

crops by Israel soldiers in Jordan territory is a breach of the Gen-

eral Armistice Agreement, article III, paragraph 3.'

7. The method of attack. The evidence noted indicated

that this raid was well planned and carried out by men ex-

pertly trained in the fundamentals of sudden and sustained

attack. It seems highly improbable that other than active

military forces could have carried out this raid without suffer-

ing heavy casualties from their own lire, or from the explo-

sions of their demolition charges.

"8. The approach to these villages from inside Israel is

through an area protected by Israel military forces. No group

the size of that employed in the Qibiya-Budrus-Shuqba attack

could move into this area or withdraw from this area unde-

tected.

"In my estimation between 250 and 300 well-trained Israel

soldiers carried out this operation. As a break-down of this figure,

I would say that at least 225 men took part in the actual raid in-

side Qibiya. This figure would account for the men used to bring

the demolition bombs into the area, the unit handling the two-inch

mortars, the infantry units used to protect the demolition groups

and the units engaging the guards at different points throughout

this village of approximately 1,500 inhabitants. The figure of 225

is considered an absolute minimum, as, it must be noted, the

statement of the witnesses and the evidence found pointed out that

the village was simultaneously attacked from three sides. In addi-

tion to the force used at Qibiya, at least one section of eight or

nine men was used to carry out the raid against Shuqba village,

and it is also estimated that at least one platoon from a heavy

weapons company was engaged in the operation against Budrus.

[Signed] E. H. Hutchinson, Commander, United States Navy."

The technical arguments given by Commander Hutchinson in this

memorandum appear to me convincing.

The Qibiya incident and the other incidents to which I have

referred should be considered not as isolated incidents, but as cul-

minating points or high fever marks. They indicated that tension

had increased to breaking point, either locally, in a particular area,

or perhaps generally between the two countries. When breaking
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He lived in Qibya, until Israeli armed forces wiped out this village.



point is reached, either, according to the French phrase, "les fusils

partent tout seuls", or temptation to resort to force may prevail over

wise counsels and restraint.

A review of the incidents I have mentioned shows that each of

them was preceded by a period of growing tension. The Falame

incident, at the end of January 1953, marked the culmination of three

weeks of rapidly developing tension. At the end of December 1952

the situation was quiet. On 29 December, an "Agreement to reduce

border incidents", valid for one month, was signed. The conclusion

of that Agreement could be interpreted as indicating a desire to

settle current problems in a more co-operative spirit. Its provisions

could be considered as greatly improving the "Agreement on meas-

ures to curb infiltration" which had been in force since May 1952.

The new Agreement stipulated that instructions would be given

to all local authorities and commanders to strengthen measures to

ensure the prevention of all illegal crossings of the demarcation line.

It was also provided that firing would be reduced to a strict mini-

mum; that it would be prohibited during daytime on people having

crossed the demarcation line, unless they resisted arrest. Stolen prop-

erty was to be returned as soon as found, without waiting for any-

thing to be handed over by the other side in return; flocks found

grazing on the wrong side of the demarcation line would be returned

immediately, subject to payment for their keep, according to fixed

rates, and also for the damage they might have caused. It was, more-

over, agreed that complaints would be kept at a minimum by at-

tempting to settle minor incidents at the local commanders' level.

A few -days after that new Agreement had come into force, the

Jordanians captured an Israel driving school vehicle which had made

an apparently strange mistake in leaving the Jerusalem-Tel Aviv

highway and crossing the demarcation line in very difficult terrain

in the Latrun area. There were in the vehicle a civilian and three

soldiers. The new Agreement provided that members of the security

forces of either Party who crossed the demarcation line "by mistake"

should be returned after interrogation. The Jordanians having de-

layed the return of the three soldiers, Israel announced on 8 January

that the new Agreement to reduce and solve incidents was null and

void. The Agreement provided that, if it came to expiration, the

old "Agreement on measures to curb infiltration", signed on 13 May

1952, would automatically re-enter into force. On 8 January, Israel

gave also formal notice of its desire to terminate the old Agreement

to two weeks' time, as permitted by the text of that Agreement.

Thus, on 22 January, the local commanders' agreement for the

prevention and settlement of minor incidents, particularly the cross-
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ing of the line by infiltrators or by flocks, came to an end. On that

day an Israeli soldier was killed when an Israel patrol crossed the
demarcation line and exchanged fire with the inhabitants of Falame
village.

On 24 January, Israeli representatives had a conversation with Mr.
Vigier (the Chief of Staff, General Riley, was then in New York).

The Israeli representatives suggested a meeting between Israel and
Jordanian military commanders of high rank to discuss means of

solving problems caused by infiltration. They quoted in this con-

nection detailed figures relating to criminal acts alleged to have been
committed during the year 1952 by infiltrators from Jordan. They
stated that the main areas affected by marauders were Jerusalem and
the Jerusalem corridor, the plain of Sharon and the Beisan valley.

Among the villages listed by Israel as those being used as bases of

operation by the marauders were Falame, Rantis and Qalqilya. A
few days later these villages were in fact the theatre of serious inci-

dents. Falame (which had been first attacked on 22 January) and
Rantis were attacked on the night of 28-29 January by Israel armed
forces. Near the village of Qalqilya, on the night of 2-3 February,

the Israel railway was attacked with explosives by men coming from

Jordan; and Israel forces fired on the village across the demarcation

line. .

After this flare-up in the Rantis-Falame-Qalqilya area, the situation

calmed down to some extent. The talks between high ranking mili-

tary commanders proposed by Israel at the end of January did not

take place. There were instead, during the month of March, talks

on the problem of infiltration between the Senior delegates to the

Mixed Armistice Commission. These talks led to no result.

The situation again became tense in April until it reached its

breaking point in the flare-up in Jerusalem on 22 April. Among the

incidents which indicated and/or provoked an increase in tension, I

shall mention particularly the Tel Mond incident on 5 April when

two Israelis were killed (the responsibility for this crime was never

fixed as the complaint was written off the agenda of the Mixed Armis-

tice Commission without discussion or vote); the Wadi Fukin inci-

dent on 18 April, when Jordan alleged that Israelis had crossed the

demarcation line and attacked Jordanians, while Israel complained

that Jordanians had killed an Israeli watchman and wounded an-

other. In the Wadi Fukin incident, the Chairman of the Mixed

Armistice Commission considered that the conflicting evidence obliged

him to abstain from voting. The Israeli delegation then refused to

vote and the officer in charge of the Israeli delegation to the Mixed
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Armistice Commission stated that he saw no useful purpose in the

working of the Mixed Armistice Commission.

The major Jerusalem incident on 22 April was immediately pre-

ceded by the murder on 20 April of two persons in the western part

of the city, a murder which was attributed by the Israelis to infiltra-

tors from Jordan. The Jordanians claimed that it was an internal

crime carried out by Israeli criminals. This incident was later written

off the agenda of the Mixed Armistice Commission without discus-

sion or condemnation.

I have already referred to the flare-up in Jerusalem on 22 April.

My predecessor has reported to the Security Council about it, and I

shall only add this comment: Jerusalem, when tension increases be-

tween Israel and Jordan, is a dangerous powder keg. I have been told

in particular by the Israeli authorities that criminal activities by in-

filtrators in the Israel part of Jerusalem would create a very grave

situation. To prevent such a situation from developing, we must

depend on the Governments of both Parties to maintain a vigilant

watch along the demarcation line and to stop individuals or groups

bent on marauding, smuggling, or retaliation, from carrying out their

intent. We must also depend on the cooperation of the two armies

and police forces at the local commanders' level. The Truce Super-

vision Organization will, for its part, continue to fulfill its task. Its

headquarters are in the Holy City. It was in a position, on 22 April,

to act quickly and arrange a cease-fire.

Since 22 January, when the Agreement on measures to curb infiltra-

tion was cancelled, the number of complaints reaching the Mixed

Armistice Commission had steadily increased. Ninety-one complaints

were handed into the Mixed Armistice Commission during the

month of May. Efforts were made to persuade the Parties to accept

again the procedure of local commanders' meetings which, in the

past, had proved of great assistance in dealing rapidly with local

incidents, including minor cases of infiltration. These efforts suc-

ceeded at the beginning of June and a new local commanders' agree-

ment was signed on 8 June (S/3030). Afterwards, local commanders'

meetings were held almost daily in various places along the demarca-

tion line and the situation improved to some extent.

The efforts to revive the idea of high level talks between senior

military commanders were also successful. A meeting was held on 29

June. In my report to the Security Council (S/3047), I summed up

the results of the meeting as follows:

"Jordan is taking measures against infiltration and will continue

to do so. Israel will co-operate by supplying information to Jordan

on infiltration. Israel will seek to improve methods of transmitting
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. such information quickly, so that Jordan can make effective use of
it. Detailed arrangements will be worked out in a meeting of high
ranking police officers of both sides, which has been convened for

8 July. No further meeting between the two senior military com-
mandees has been scheduled. However with an improvement of
the situation another meeting between them might be arranged
with a view to achieving further progress."

However, no detailed arrangements were agreed upon by the high
ranking police officers in the two meetings which they held in July.
Existing arrangements for implementing the local commanders' agree-
ment remained unaltered.

Neither has the further meeting between senior military com-
manders, which had been contemplated with a view to achieving
further progress, taken place to date.

On 31 August 1953, the local commanders' agreement of 8 June
was renewed for a further period of three months. From a practical
point of view, local commanders' meetings have continued to be
more useful than formal meetings of the Mixed Armistice Commis-
sion. My predecessor, in his report on the Jerusalem incident, has
indicated (S/3007, paragraph 12) that the machinery of the Mixed
Armistice Commission "did not function properly, since delegates
tended to act as lawyers defending a case in a court ..." Meetings
of local commanders and police officers are freer from politics and
can be more efficient.

Despite the useful work done in local commanders' meetings, ten-

sion has not subsided. Public opinion on either side has been in-

flamed by incidents. The hand grenade thrown on the night of 12-13

October into a house in the Israel village of Yahudt, which caused
the death of two small children and their mother, may have provoked
the attack on Qibiya forty-eight hours later, that resulted in the death
of fifty-three Arab inhabitants and the destruction of more than forty

dwellings. On 22 October, the explosion of a land mine on the
Israel railway north of Ayal derailed an Israel freight train. The
Mixed Commission has held Jordan responsible for this act of vio-

lence which fortunately caused no loss of life and relatively little

damage, as the train was made up of empty tank cars.

The latest news received from the United Nations observers indi-

cates the persistence of tension, particularly in Jerusalem. Each
Party has accused the other of concentrating more troops than allowed
under the General Armistice Agreement in the so-called defensive

areas, on both sides of the city. At an emergency meeting held on 24
October, the Mixed Armistice Commission decided that there should
be an immediate investigation on both sides by United Nations
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observers. The investigation has disclosed no evidence of excessive
troops in the two defensive areas. The situation is, however, dan-
gerous and should be watched closely.

The main difficulties respecting the implementation of the Israel-

Egyptian General Armistice Agreement have arisen along the de-
marcation line of the Gaza Strip and also, during the last few months,
in connection with the El Auja demilitarized zone.

The Egyptian controlled area known as the "Gaza Strip" is about
four kilometres wide and fifty kilometres long. It has a population
of approximately 250,000 of which 200,000 are Palestine refugees.
The majority of Israel complaints in connexion with that area refer
to infiltration into Israel. Water pipes, pumps, cattle and crops have
been stolen from the Israel settlements in the Negev. The Israelis

have retaliated by shooting at Arabs seen crossing the demarcation
line. [They have also sent motor patrols along the line, and shot at
Arabs working on their lands in Egypt controlled territory. This has,

however, decreased somewhat in recent months. There have been
also night raids against Arab villages, during which people have been
shot and houses blown up.] After every serious shooting incident,
Arabs have usually retaliated by laying mines on roads and tracks in
Israel territory. The blowing up of an Israel vehicle by a mine results
in retaliatory action and the cycle of reprisals repeats itself.

One of the latest and gravest incidents in the "Gaza Strip"
has been the attack upon several houses and huts in the Arab
refugee camp of Bureij on the night of 28 August. That camp,
organized and administered by UNRWA, is situated about two
kilometres west of the demarcation line. Bombs were thrown
through the windows of huts in which refugees were sleeping and,
as they fled, they were attacked by small arms and automatic
weapons. The casualties were 20 killed, 27 seriously wounded,
35 less seriously wounded. The Mixed Armistice Commission,
in an emergency meeting, adopted by a majority vote a resolu-

tion according to which the attack was made by a group of
armed Israelis. A likely explanation is that it was a ruthless re-

prisal raid. This seems probable in view of the fact that a quar-

ter of the Israel complaints during the preceding four weeks
referred to infiltration in this area.

The Egyptian authorities have taken measures to cope with

the problem of infiltration. The presence of 200,000 Palestine

refugees in the "Gaza Strip", however, renders their task par-

ticularly difficult.
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South of the "Gaza Strip", after a long period of quiet on
the Egyptian-Palestine frontier, the Israelis started in the early

summer intensified action against the few Bedouins who lived in

the empty wastelands of the desert on both sides of the frontier,

and north of the El Auja demilitarized zone. Israel aeroplanes

attacked Arabs and their herds of camels and goats. At the

same time, incidents of increasing gravity occurred in the de-

militarized zone itself. Israel armed groups patrolled the zone;

they shot at Bedouins at the two main wells; Arabs and their

herds were killed by air and ground attacks; armed Israel forces,

up to approximately 30 men, shot the herds and burned the

tents of Bedouins.

This appears to have been preparation for the establishment in

September of an Israel settlement at Abu Ruth, just east of the de-

militarized zone, at about eight kilometres from the road junction at

El Auja. Three weeks later a new and smaller settlement, Rahel, was

established in the demilitarized zone, at two kilometres from the road

junction at El Auja.

The Egyptian delegation sent a complaint to the Mixed Armistice

Commission concerning these developments. In an emergency meet-

ing held on 2 October, the following draft resolution moved by the

Egyptian representative was adopted by a majority vote, Israel vot-

ing against:

"The Mixed Armistice Commission, having discussed the

Egyptian complaint No. 336 decides:

"1. That an armed Israel force has entered several times

the demilitarized zone and attacked the Bedouin inhabitants

in the area, killing them and their livestock and preventing

them from having water from the wells in the area, thus con-

stituting a flagrant violation of article VIII, paragraphs 1 and

5, of the General Armistice Agreement.

"2. That the existence of an Israel armed force and regu-

lar Israel police in the new kibbutz established in the demili-

tarized zone is a violation of article IV, paragraph 1, and arti-

cle VIII of the General Armistice Agreement.

"3. That the Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commis-

sion is called upon to take such measures as he deems neces-

sary to avoid future violations of the demilitarized zone."

After the adoption of this resolution, the Israel representative sub-

mitted an appeal against it. It requested that the case be brought
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before the Special Committee, in accordance with article X, paragraph
4, of the Israel-Egyptian General Armistice Agreement.

A second draft resolution, moved by the Egyptian representative,

was not adopted, the Chairman having abstained from voting. The
draft resolution read as follows:

"The Mixed Armistice Commission, having discussed the Egyp-
tian complaint No. 336 decides:

"1. That the new kibbutz established in the demilitarized zone
near the road junction in the area of El Auja village is a violation

of article IV, paragraph 1, and article VIII of the General Armi-
stice Agreement.

"2. That the Mixed Armistice Commission calls upon the Sen-

ior Israel delegate to ask Israel authorities to remove the new kib-

butz from the demilitarized zone as soon as possible."

The Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission explained that

he had abstained from voting because the question of civilian activi-

ties in the demilitarized zone is not specifically covered by the Gen-
eral Armistice Agreement. He recalled that at the time the Agree-

ment was drawn up, no organized civilian activities existed in the

demilitarized zone, and no provision was inserted in the Agreement
similar to the provisions in the Israel-Syrian Agreement. In these cir-

cumstances and in the absence of specific authority from the United
Nations Chief of Staff in this respect, he felt he should abstain. How-
ever, he drew the attention of the parties to article XII, paragraph 3,

of the Agreement which lays down a procedure for the revision or the

suspension of its application. He thought that under this provision

the parties could reach a settlement on such questions which have

arisen after the conclusion of the Agreement and which have not

been clearly covered by any of its provisions.

I share the point of view of the Chairman concerning his decision

to abstain from voting.

The application of the Israel-Lebanese General General Armistice

Agreement has given rise to relatively few and minor difficulties. This

is due to a great extent to the fact that the demarcation line coincides

with the Lebanese-Palestinian frontier. There are cases of infiltration,

almost all from Lebanon into Israel, of flocks crossing the demarcation

line, etc. Such cases are normally settled by the Sub-Committee on
Border Incidents.

There was tension between the two countries in June and July,

following a number of armed attacks in northern Galilee, which

Israel alleged were made by bands organized in Lebanon. Lebanon,

while rejecting the Israel allegation, has strengthened the surveillance

on its border.
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I shall now consider very briefly the question of the implementation

of the General Armistice Agreement between Israel and Syria. The
difficulties which have arisen are connected with the application of

the provisions relating to the demilitarized zone. The Security Coun-

cil has been asked to consider the most recent difiiculty, namely, Israel

action within the demilitarized zone in connexion with the execution

of a new canal project.

The other difficulties are those which General Riley has reported

upon during the past two years: the economic situation of the Arabs

in the demilitarized zone, encroachments on Arab lands, control ex-

ercised by the Israel police over the greater part of the zone, Israel

opposition to the fulfilment by the Chairman and United Nations

observers of their responsibility for ensuring the implementation of

article V of the General Armistice Agreement.

To sum up, the present situation on the Israel-Jordan demarcation

line is due to a large extent to the problem of infiltration. This prob-

lem is particularly difficult because the demarcation line is long-
about 620 kilometres—and because it divides the former mandated

territory of Palestine haphazardly, separating, for instance, many
Arab villages from their lands.

To solve the problem of infiltration, there are two methods avail-

able to the parties. The first method was agreed to at the high level

talks between senior military commanders on 29 June. In my report

to the Security Council which I referred to previously, I summed up
the results of the talks as follows:

"Jordan is taking measures against infiltration and will continue

to do so. Israel will co-operate by supplying information to Jordan

on infiltration. Israel will seek to improve methods of transmitting

such information quickly so that Jordan can make effective use

of it." (S/3047)

To carry out this agreement the parties have at their disposal the

procedure of local commanders' meetings, which have been revived

since the beginning of June. The results achieved by this first method

may not be spectacular, they may be slow. This method is, however,

effective to the extent actually possible: if it does not suppress, it

diminishes infiltration and its dangers.

The second method is resort to force. It reflects impatience with

the slow results of peaceful means and a preference, instinctive or

deliberate, for the old law of talion: eye for eye, tooth for tooth. In

such a frame of mind, respect for the provisions of the General Armi-

stice Agreement forbidding the crossing of the demarcation line

appears absurd, when such line is being crossed by thieves in the

night. The old frontier spirit teaches belief in the efficiency of puni-
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tive raids, shooting and killing. The application of such method by
civilians creates the chain reaction of retaliatory measures and blood
feuds. It increases tension. If military forces carry out punitive raids

across the demarcation line, the Armistice Agreement must be con-

sidered as having been deliberately broken in full knowledge of pos-

sible consequences, including the possibility of a clash with the mili-

tary forces of the other party. The dangers implied in such a resort

to force should persuade the responsible authorities to abstain from
it and adhere closely to peaceful means.

With regard to the situation in the area of the international border
between Syria and Palestine, difficulties exist primarily in connection

with the demilitarized zone. These difficulties can be solved if the

provisions of article V of the General Armistice Agreement are ap-

plied in the light of the Acting mediator's authoritative comment,
accepted by both parties in 1949. In a later statement, which my
predecessor. General Riley, read at the Security Council meeting on
25 April 1951, Dr. Ralph Bunche wrote inter alia:

"In the nature of the case, therefore, under the provisions of the

Armistice Agreement, neither party could validly claim to have a

free hand in the demilitarized zone over civilian activity, while

military activity was totally excluded." (Security Council Official

RecordsJ Sixth Year, 542nd meeting, page 30)

Total adhesion to these two principles would greatly ease the situ-

ation. It would mean, in particular, recognition of the special powers

of the Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission and the ob-

servers in the demilitarized zone.

In the area of the Egypt-Palestine border, tension is due in part to

the existence of an infiltration problem in connection with the Egypt-

controlled "Gaza Strip". The problem is similar to that existing in

the area of the armistice demarcation line between Jordan and Israel.

It is less acute, at least for the moment. Its solution should also be

sought by peaceful means, rather than by retaliatory action. Another

cause of tension in that area has arisen recently in connexion with

the demilitarized zone of El Auja. The settlement of a group of

Israelis in the zone posed last month the problem of the activities of

settlers foreign to the area.

I have deliberately refrained from mentioning problems other than

those which, from the point of view of the Truce Supervision Or-

ganization, are immediate problems connected with its daily work.

I am aware, however, that other problems exist, and greatly con-

tribute to tension. There is in Israel an impatience with the General

Armistice Agreements which is due to the fact that they have not yet

been replaced by final settlements. This impatience extends to the
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personnel of the Truce Supervision Organization, especially when it

tries to exercise supervisory powers in a demilitarized zone. On the

Arab side, the usual criticism is that the General Armistice Agree-

ments have not given them security and that the Truce Supervision

Organization is too weak to prevent what they consider to be Israel

breaches of the Armistice Agreements.

These opposite criticisms should not, in my opinion, lead to the

conclusion that the General Armistice Agreements should be dis-

carded before they can be replaced by peace settlements. The Armi-
stice Agreements have lasted too long not to have lost part of their

effectiveness. They still constitute, however, a barrier to breaches of

the peace in the Middle East.

I have annexed to my report some statistics which are based on the

records of the Israel-Jordan Mixed Armistice Commission. I shall

not read out those statistics, but would request that they should be

included in the records of this meeting. I hope that they will be of

assistance to members of the Council in studying the present ques-

tion.^

The PRESIDENT: I wish to thank General Bennike for his

report.

Since no one wishes to speak at this time, I think the Council should

now take a decision on the date of its next meeting on this point. I

would suggest that that meeting should be held on Thursday after-

noon.

It was so decided.

The PRESIDENT: The Security Council's next meeting will be

held this afternoon at 4.30.

The meeting rose at 4.10.

APPENDIX I

Statistics taken from the Official Records of the Hashemite

Jordan Kingdom—Israel Mixed Armistice Commission

Period from 1 January 1953 through 15 October 1953

COMPLAINTS FROM ISRAEL 178

COMPLAINTS FROM JORDAN 167

Breakdown

1. Crossing of the Demarcation Line

by military units.

2. Crossing of the Demarcation Line

by armed individuals or groups.

COM- COM-
PLAINTS PLAINTS
FROM FROM
ISRAEL JORDAN

28 50

71 12

^The statistics referred to are reproduced on the following pages.
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3. Crossing of the Demarcation Line

by unarmed individuals or groups. 26 2

4. Firing across the Demarcation

Line. 31 57

5. Overflights. 19 35

6. Expulsions. . . 7
(^l

persons)

7. All Others, including armoured

cars in forbidden area, threats and

illegal entry into the Demilitarized

Zone. 3 4

178 167

Israelis

Killed

Israel alleges the following

casualties inside Israel re-

sulted from Jordanian at-

tacks: 32

Condemnation of Jordan

by the Mixed Armistice

Commission verified the

following casualties caused

by Jordanian action: 10

Jordan alleges the follow-

ing casualties inside Jordan

resulted from Israeli at-

tacks: 11

Condemnation of Israel by

the Mixed Armistice Com-
mission verified the follow-

ing casualties caused by Is-

raeli action: 2

Israelis Jordanians Jordanians

Wounded Killed Wounded

37 25 5

13

6 86 59

55 23

Of the 178 Israeli complaints, 27 were discussed at Emergency Mixed
Armistice Commission meetings, 144 were handled during regular

Mixed Armistice Commission meetings, 4 were withdrawn before they

were discussed, and 3 are still outstanding.

Of the 167 Jordanian complaints, 19 were discussed at Emergency
Mixed Armistice Commission meetings, 142 were handled during

regular Mixed Armistice Commission meetings, 4 were withdrawn
prior to discussion, and 2 are still held for discussion.
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The discussion of the 171 Israeli complaints by the Mixed Armistice

Commission resulted in Jordan being condemned for 20 violations of

the General Armistice Agreement.

The discussion of the 161 Jordanian complaints by the Mixed Armi-

stice Commission resulted in Israel being condemned for 21 violations

of the General Armistice Agreement.

All other complaints of both parties were either withdrawn, settled

without vote, or settled by indecisive vote.****#«
APPENDIX II

Statistics taken from the Official Records of the Hashemite

Jordan Kingdom—Israel Mixed Armistice Commission

Period from June 1949 through December 1952

COMPLAINTS FROM ISRAEL 638

COMPLAINTS FROM JORDAN 375

COM- COM-
PLAINTS PLAINTS
FROM FROM

Breakdown ISRAEL JORDAN
1. Crossing of the Demarcation Line

by military units. 30 162

2. Crossing of the Demarcation Line

by armed individuals or groups. 99 5

3. Crossing of the Demarcation Line

by unarmed individuals or groups. 396 13

4. Firing across the Demarcation

Line. 70 116

5. Overflights. 4 30

6. Expulsions. 37

7. All others, including armoured

cars in forbidden area, threats and

illegal entry into the Demilitarized

Zone. 39 12

638 375

Israelis Israelis Jordanians Jordanians

Killed Wounded Killed Wounded

Israel alleges the following

casualties inside Israel

were caused by Jordan at-

tacks: 57 64 43 13

Jordan alleges the follow-
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ing casualties inside Jordan

were caused by Israeli at-

tacks: 8 1 89 70

Total casualties claimed by

both parties as resulting

from border violations: 65 65 132 83

* # # * «

APPENDIX III

Statistics Taken from the Official Records of the Hashemite

Jordan Kingdom—Israel Mixed Armistice Commission

The discussion of complaints by the Hashemite Jordan Kingdom

—

Israel Mixed Armistice Commission during the year 1952 resulted in:

1. Jordan being condemned for 19 violations of the General Armi-

stice Agreement;

2. Israel being condemned for 12 violations of the General Armi-

stice Agreement;

3. And in addition 191 complaints against Jordan were settled

without discussion by a resolution that included the following:

"The crossing of the line by civilians is inconsistent with Arti-

cle IV, paragraph 3, of the General Armistice Agreement."

It must be noted that these cases were settled without investi-

gation or discussion, merely to clear them from an already over-

loaded agenda.

4. All other complaints were either withdrawn, settled without

vote or settled by indecisive vote.

******
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Questions Submitted

To

General Bennike

Major General BENNIKE (Chief of Staff of the United Nations

Truce Supervision Organization): I wish to inform the President and

members of the Security Council that I have prepared replies to the

questions addressed to me orally during the last meeting of the Coun-

cil and to those submitted subsequently in writing. Questions were

received from the following delegations: the United Kingdom, France,

the United States, Greece, Lebanon and Israel, as well as from the

representative of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.

ANSWERS BY MAJOR GENERAL VAGN BENNIKE, CHIEF OF
STAFF OF THE UNITED NATIONS TRUCE SUPERVISION
ORGANIZATION, TO THE QUESTIONS PUT TO HIM

. EITHER ORALLY IN THE 632ND MEETING OF
THE SECURITY COUNCIL ON 29 OCTOBER,
OR IN WRITING UP TO 30 NOVEMBER 1953

I. Questions from the Representative of the United Kingdom

1. On 19 October last, the Prime Minister of Israel broadcast a

statement on the Qibiya incident in which he denied that 600 men

of the Israeli Defence Forces took part in the action against the vil-

lage and said that investigation showed that not a single Army unit

was absent from its base on the night in question. Has General Ben-

nike any comments to make on that statement"?

Answer The information on the Qibiya incident I submitted to

the Security Council on 27 October was based on reports received

from United Nations observers and in particular from the Senior

Officer who is Acting Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission.

I also quoted his memorandum which gave in detail the reasoning

upon which he based his decision to vote as he did. I have no addi-

tional information upon which I could base any further comment.

2. Two nights before the Qibiya incident, alleged infiltrators killed

a woman and two children by throwing a hand grenade into a house

in the Israel village of Yahude. It has been alleged that this may have

provoked the retaliatory raid on Qibiya. Would General Bennike
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tell us what steps were taken to clear up this earlier incident and
whether the Jordan authorities were cooperating in any way?
Answer The village of Yahude is situated about 10 kilometers

north of Lydda and 10 kilometers from the Armistice Line. The mur-
der of the Israeli woman and her two children took place on the night

of 12/13 October at about 0130 local time. Immediately following

the receipt of the Israeli complaint. United Nations observers went
from Jerusalem to Yahude on 13 October at about 0600 local time to

carry out an investigation. There was no evidence on the ground to

indicate who had committed the crime. An Israeli dog trainer and a

bloodhound were brought to the scene in an attempt to pick up
tracks. The dog was shown a footprint outside the window of the

attacked house and started tracking towards the East.

This information was passed to the Jordanians who offered,

if the tracks led to the border, to allow the dog handler to enter

Jordan and requested that the Israelis permit him to do so. This

was agreed to by Israel.

Late in the afternoon of 13 October the tracking party reached

the Demarcation Line after having tracked approximately 15 kilo-

meters from the scene of the incident. The United Nations

observer who had gone to the area on the Jordanian side of the

Armistice Line with the Jordanian investigating party then accom-

panied the Israeli dog handler and the dog as they tracked into Jor-

dan, as did one of the United Nations observers who had been on
the Israeli side. The tracks led into Jordan for about 1400 meters

and were lost on the road near the police station outside of Rantis.

The reason given by the dog master for the dog losing the tracks was
that traffic along the road had caused dust to settle over the tracks.

The dog was allowed to search the area in an attempt to recover the

scent he was following, but each time he returned to the road. The
dog master stated that the tracks were lost at this point on the road.

The information that the tracks had led into Jordan was passed to

the Jordan Delegate to the Mixed Armistice Commission. Early on
the morning of 14 October, General Glubb, Chief of Stalt of the

Arab Legion, flew from Amman to Jerusalem and, at his request, a

meeting was immediately arranged between him and the Acting

Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission. This meeting took

place at about 0800 local time. The Chief of Staff of the Arab
Legion expressed his appreciation for the cooperation of the Israel

authorities. The General further stated that he and his staff were

personally taking an interest in the case of the murders at Yahude.

They would do their utmost to bring those guilty to justice, if they

were in Jordan territory. The gist of this conversation was imme-
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diately communicated to the Israeli authorities. I, moreover, thought

that I should inform the Chief of Staff of the Israeli Army personally,

adding my appreciation of the cooperation between Israeli and Jor-

dan authorities and my hope that it would continue in the future.

My letter was forwarded to the Chief of Staff who was at the time

away from his headquarters, supervising the autumn manoeuvres of

the Israeli Army.

The Mixed Armistice Commission met on 14 October at 0940 local

time to discuss the Yahude incident.

The Jordan Delegate stated in the meeting, "As I said, this

is a horrible crime. We don't know yet who are the criminals

and I want to say to Major Nutov (the senior Israeli Delegate)

that it would be better to wait for the investigation started on

the Jordan side. This investigation started early this morning.

The Chief of Staff of the Arab Legion himself is going to carry

out the investigation. At the same time I want to ask Major

Nutov to ask his people not to retaliate. If any retaliatory

action is taken, then the whole issue will be difficult and it will

confuse the investigation on our side."

3. General Bennike has remarked upon the efficacy of the Local

Commanders' Agreement. Would he say if this is considered by both

sides to be of value?

Answer The two Governments do not attribute the same value to

the Agreement. The fundamental difference in the attitude of the

two countries may be explained by the fact that in Israel, responsi-

bility for border security rests with the Israel Defense Forces and the

Israel authorities hold that illegal crossings of the Demarcation Line

by Arab civilians and the incidents connected with such crossings

would greatly diminish if, on the Jordan side also, the Defense Forces

were made responsible for border security. The Jordan authorities,

for which civilian infiltration is a matter for the police authorities and

not for the Defense Forces, have attributed more importance to the

Local Commanders' Agreement and to regular meetings of local com-

manders, especially where the local commander is a representative of

the police department. At present, all local commanders on the Jor-

dan side are police officers assigned to investigate incidents and main-

tain control over a certain sector of the Demarcation Line. In Israel,

Army officers or police officers have been assigned as local commanders

to investigate incidents and to maintain control. In some instances,

the Israeli local commander, if a police officer, will be accompanied

by a representative of the Army, and also the local commander, if an

Army officer, will sometimes be accompanied by a police officer. It
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seems that in most cases, where an Army officer is present, he takes

over the Israeli representation.

I may add that United Nations observers who have attended local

commanders' meetings have stated that on both sides local com-
manders in general, and particularly police officers, consider the
Agreement to be of value.

4. Would the Chief of Staff say that, since the Agreement was
signed early in June last, there has been until recently and on the
whole an improvement in the Jordan-Israel boundary areas?

Answer During the three months preceding June, when there was
no Local Commanders' Agreement, 143 incidents occurred for which
complaints were handed in to the Mixed Armistice Commission.
During July, August and September, when the new Local Com-
manders' Agreement was in full force, 77 incidents occurred for

which complaints were handed in to the Mixed Armistice Commis-
sion. Between 8 and 11 local commanders' meetings have been held
weekly at different points along the Demarcation Line. In each of
these meetings an average of one or two problems have been settled.

The above figures confirm the impression that, following the signa-

ture of the Local Commanders' Agreement on 8 June, there has
been until recently and on the whole an improvement in the Jordan-
Israel border areas.

An improvement was also noted by my predecessor. General Riley,
after the signature of the first Agreement on measures to curb infil-

tration (30 January 1952). In a report to the Security Council, dated
30 October 1952, he refers to the fact that, between 31 January and
4 May 1952, the majority of complaints were settled by agreement in
weekly or semi-weekly conferences of local commanders representing
both military and police agencies and meeting at specified points
along the Demarcation Line. Following a series of particularly serious

incidents, there was a change in procedure (the complaints were
henceforth referred to the Mixed Armistice Commission for discus-

sion, as well as to the local commanders). This change did not alter

the effectiveness of the local commanders' meetings which, in General
Riley's words, contiiiued "as a means of securing increased coopera-
tion on the local enforcement level. Measures so agreed upon have
been responsible for a significant drop in both the number and
seriousness of cases of infiltration, border crossings and smuggling."
(S/2833, paragraph 15.)

5. I understand that the Local Commanders' Agreement is for
three months only and can be denounced by either side without
notice. Does General Bennike consider that it would be useful for
the Agreement to form part of a more permanent system; in par-
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ticular, that the Mixed Armistice Commission should be consulted

before its denunciation or n'on-renewal by either side?

Answer The Local Commanders' Agreement, signed on 8 June,

was for three months. It was extended on 31 August 1953 for an addi-

tional three months. Paragraph 6 of the Agreement reads:

"This agreement is valid for three months from the day of

signature and shall be subject to discussion by both parties

one month before its expiry."

There is no provision in the Agreement concerning denunciation.

Acceptance of the suggestion to make the Agreement part of a more
permanent system would, in my opinion, be useful. In this connec-

tion I would like to point out that a previous Agreement, signed on

13 May 1952, contained the following clause:

"The provisions of this agreement will remain in force unless

either party gives two weeks' notice to the other of its

intention to abolish it."

A similar clause, to which might be added an undertaking to dis-

cuss a new Agreement before or after giving notice of the intention

to terminate the Agreement in force, should be of value.

6. In his statement, which is contained in the verbatim record of

the 630th meeting of the Security Council, General Bennike said, on

page 14, that no detailed arrangements were made at two meetings

of police officers held in July. What importance does he attach to

improved contacts between the police on either side of the border?

Answer I believe that improved contacts between the police on

either side of the border would improve conditions along the border.

Police officers know the local situation and can cooperate profes-

sionally with success.

The Jordan authorities have for several years advocated that the

settlement of day to day incidents on the Demarcation Line should

be decentralized to local police officers all along the border. They
claim that whenever this system has been adopted in the past, in any

given sector, incidents have been greatly reduced. It is, in their

opinion, common experience on all frontiers that criminals redouble

.
their activities when they see the two governments at loggerheads,

but that when would-be criminals see the police forces of the two

countries acting in close cooperation, they are constrained greatly to

reduce their activities. Arguing that speed is the most essential ele-

ment in the detection of crimes of violence or theft, the Jordan Gov-

ernment has advocated close liaison between police commanders all

along the Demarcation Line—-this liaison to be assured by frequent

meetings and by direct connection by telephone between police offi-

cers on either side. Details of a crime telephoned to the police on the
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other side would permit the sending out of patrols in time to catch
criminals crossing the border. Police liaison would also permit taking
over the tracks of criminals leading to the border on one side and
continuing to follow them on the other.

I agree with the view that great importance should be attached to

improved contacts between the police on either side of the border.

7. Would General Bennike explain exactly how the observer
corps at his disposal works? Does he believe that there are enough
observers? Have they adequate transport and communication? Are
they based in Jerusalem or do they cover the whole frontier? In
general, could the Chief of Staff say whether in his view the observer
corps could be strengthened and, if so, how?
Answer At the present time, I have 19 military observers at my

disposal. Four of them are serving as Chairmen of the Mixed Armis-
tice Commissions. One observer works as my military assistant; an-
other is in charge of the Mount Scopus demilitarized area. The
others are assigned, according to the work load, to the Armistice
Commissions. At the present time, two observers are assigned to the
Israel-Lebanon Commission, four to the Egyptian-Israel Commission,
six to the Israel-Syrian Commission, and five to the Hashemite Jordan
Kingdom-Israel Commission. These figures include the Chairmen.
We will take, for example, the workings of the Jordan-Israel Mixed

Armistice Commission. The five observers assigned to it are based
in Jerusalem, which is the headquarters of the Commission. They
have a border approximately 620 kilometers in length to cover. Each
observer attends from two to three local commanders' meetings per
week, in addition to the investigation of complaints assigned him by
the Chairman.

It is not, moreover, uncommon for military observers to be called
into quick action to obtain a cease-fire. In this, they have been very
effective on several occasions.

With 620 kilometers of demarcation lines between Israel and Jor-
dan to cover, and the fact that 345 complaints have been handed in
so far this year, many of which have been investigated, it is easy to

see that the observers' task is not an easy one.

About one month after I assumed my duties as Chief of Staff of
the Truce Supervision Organization, I was invited by the Secretary-
General to come to Headquarters in order to review the functioning
of the Truce Supervision Organization, and in particular, to con-
sider such recommendations as one month's experience in the field

might have enabled me to make with a view to strengthening the
effectiveness of the Truce Supervision Organization. During that
visit to Headquarters, which lasted from 9 to 28 August, I had very
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full consultations with the Secretary-General and with the members

of the Missions Co-ordination Committee, consisting of senior officials

of the Secretariat who have various responsibilities in connection

with the work of United Nations missions in the field. These con-

sultations were very fruitful and resulted in the acceptance of my

recommendation that the number of observers be increased by seven

and that additional observers be drawn from Sweden, Denmark and

New Zealand. The Secretary-General has requested the Govern-

ments of New Zealand and Sweden to second two officers each and

the Government of Denmark to second three officers for this assign-

ment. My intention is to station four officers on the Israeli side of

the Jordan-Israel Demarcation Line, and three officers on the Jordan

side of the line. I believe that with this increase I shall have enough

observers at my disposal, unless, of course, the situation should dete-

riorate, in which case I may request the Secretary-General to provide

more observers.

I also requested the Secretary-General to increase my civilian secre-

tariat staff by the addition of a political affairs officer and a legal

adviser; this has already been done. I have also gone in detail into

the question of transport and communications, and I believe that I

shall have sufficient equipment to meet the needs of the work.

II. Questions from the Representative of France

1. Can General Bennike tell the Council, with a few details, how

the various bodies subordinate to the Truce Supervision Organiza-

tion, in particular the Mixed Armistice Commissions such as the

Jordan-Israel Commission, are operating at present?

Answer To explain with a few details the actual happenings

when a complaint is received by the Jordan-Israel Mixed Armistice

Commission, I will relate as an example the Mixed Armistice Com-

mission activities during the recent Qibiya incident.

On the night of 14/15 October, just after midnight, the Chairman

of the Jordan-Israel Mixed Armistice Commission received a call

from the Jordan Delegate who alleged that a major attack was at that

time being carried out against the village of Qibiya by Israeli mili-

tary forces. He asked for a cease-fire, an immediate investigation

and an emergency Mixed Armistice Commission meeting to discuss

the case. The Chairman told the Jordan-Delegate he would act im-

mediately on his requests for a cease-fire and an investigation, and

asked him to make sure that his people did not return the fire. He

then went to the Mixed Armistice Commission office in the Jeru-

salem no-man's-land, contacted the Israeli Delegate, informed him

of the Jordan complaint, and requested an immediate cease-fire and

permission to send out an investigating team. The Israeli Delegate
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agreed to the investigation and said that he would contact the area

for information as to what was happening, and that he would ask

for a cease-fire. The Jordan Delegate was then told that Israel had
agreed to an investigation, and arrangements were made to send out

the investigating team. Two observers were called and told to go to

the spot and carry out an investigation. The Jordan Delegate called

shortly after, stating that mortar fire was being directed at the village

of Budrus in the same area. This information was forwarded to the

Israel Delegate, who later reported that he had learned that firing

had been heard in that area, but that it had stopped. At about

dawn, the Jordan Delegate called to say that all firing had ceased.

The investigating team had already departed for the area. An
observer was then sent with a member of the Israeli Delegation to

stand by inside Israel territory in case the investigation had to be

continued on the Israeli side of the Demarcation Line.

The Chairman, who had withheld his decision to hold the emer-

gency meeting requested by Jordan, then went to Qibiya to gain first-

hand information. (According to an agreement reached during the

49th Mixed Armistice Commission meeting [14 February 1951], the

Chairman of the Jordan-Israel Mixed Armistice Commission has the

sole right to decide on an emergency meeting; if he decides to call

an emergency meeting, he must call it within 24 hours of the sub-

mission of the complaint.)

On his return from Qibiya, the Chairman notified the parties that

an emergency meeting would be held that afternoon. At the meet-

ing, the Jordan Delegation presented its complaint, the report of the

United Nations investigating team was read, questions, were put to

the United Nations observers and, after a discussion, the draft resolu-

tion moved by the Jordan Delegation was adopted by majority vote.

When the Chairman decides that a complaint does not call for an

emergency meeting, the complaint is placed, in its chronological

order, on the agenda of a regular meeting of the Mixed Armistice

Commission.

The rules of procedure of the Jordan-Israel Mixed Armistice Com-
mission also provide for the possibility of referring to a sub-committee

any claim or complaint relating to the application of the Armistice

Agreement presented by either party. A sub-committee, made up of

delegates from both sides and United Nations observers has met
from time to time in an attempt to settle minor questions or to agree

on the withdrawal or settlement of complaints. All decisions reached

by the sub-committee must be unanimous and must be later ratified

by the Mixed Armistice Commission during a formal Mixed Armis-

tice Commission meeting.
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2. Could General Bennike inform us whether in his opinion there

is anything lacking in the operation of the various organs and whether

there are any suggestions he could make with a view to improving

their organization?

Answer The operation of the Mixed Armistice Commissions, and

in particular of the Jordan-Israel Mixed Armistice Commission,

would be improved if, instead of acting "as lawyers defending a case

in court"—this phrase was recently used by General Riley in a report

to the Security Council (S/3007, paragraph 12)—delegates of the

parties acted in conformity with the spirit and the letter of the Armis-

tice Agreements. The Armistice Agreements provide that action by

the Mixed Armistice Commissions on claims and complaints shall be

taken "with a view to equitable and mutually satisfactory settlement".

I have presided over emergency meetings of the Israel-Jordan Mixed

Armistice Commission, soon after I took over from General Riley.

Like him, I found out that one delegate acted as the prosecuting

attorney, the other defense, and I had to sit as a judge, without the

benefit of a jury.

Another unsatisfactory aspect of the procedure is that the voting

is on a draft resolution presented by one side or the other. Although

in some respects the Chairman's position may be compared to that

of a judge, he is at a disadvantage in that he cannot formulate the

verdict. He can cast his vote only after both parties have cast theirs.

It is, therefore, impossible for the Chairman to submit a draft resolu-

tion of his own, as this would be tantamount to announcing his vote

in advance. This would open him to the accusation of partiality or

of prejudging the issue. As the debate on the complaint continues

right up to the moment of voting, the Chairman is compelled to

cast his vote on whatever text has been submitted by one side or the

other. Consequently there is a very wide variation in the language

of resolutions, particularly with respect to adjectives used to describe

the breach of the Agreement. In this situation, the Chairman's sole

concern must be to establish the facts and to determine whether a

breach of the Armistice Agreement has in fact occurred.

It would have a generally moderating efEect on public opinion if

the parties agreed to vote solely on the question whether a breach

of the Agreement has taken place, leaving it to the Chairman to

formulate the verdict in appropriate terms.

When presiding over emergency meetings I also felt—and this

impression has been confirmed by experience—that the Mixed Armi-

stice Commission could be compared to a scoreboard, with the parties

fighting to stack up decisions, one against the other. If the parties

agreed to take action on claims and complaints "with a view to
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equitable and mutually satisfactory settlement", the operation of the
Mixed Armistice Commissions would be greatly improved.

Failing such fundamental change, the following suggestions might
assist in improving the operation of the Mixed Armistice Commis-
sions. I shall refer in particular to the Israel-Jordan Mixed Armistice
Commission.

First, there is the question of congestion of work in the Israel-

Jordan Mixed Armistice Commission. Many cases, which are not
dealt with in emergency meetings, accumulate on the list of items to

be considered in future regular meetings. An incident is sometimes
long past before it comes up for hearing. If such incident was not
investigated immediately or soon after it took place, the decision to

enquire into it when the Mixed Armistice Commission begins to con-
sider it several weeks or months later leads in many cases to no
results. On 31 August 1953, the Israel and Jordan Delegations took
a drastic decision in wiping out 338 cases from the Mixed Armistice
Commission's agenda. Normally, however, the reference of as many
cases as possible to a sub-committee or to meetings of local com-
manders should greatly reduce congestion of work. Congestion of

work would be limited to periods of tension, when practically every
incident is either dealt with immediately in an emergency meeting
or put on the list of questions to be dealt with later at regular
meetings.

In the second place, there is the question of possible improve-
ments in the investigation procedure. In the Israel-Jordan Mixed
Armistice Commission observers may not be sent on an investigation

unless the Commission so decides. (It may take decisions by a

majority vote.) In practice, when the consent of both parties is

obtained informally by telephone or otherwise, a formal meeting is

not required. When the consent of both parties is not obtained in-

formally, an investigation may be considerably delayed and its

results rendered worthless. The rules of procedure of the Israel-

Egyptian Mixed Armistice Commission are more liberal. An inves-

tigation takes place following an agreement of the parties or a request

by one of them to the Chairman or his representative on either side.

If, at the request of either party, the Chairman decides to hold an
emergency meeting of the Mixed Armistice Commission, he arranges

for an investigation to be held within 24 hours of the submission

of the claim or complaint.

The investigation procedure in the Israel-Jordan Mixed Armistice

Commission would be improved if its rules of procedure were
amended to include similar provisions.

In the third place, it might be useful for the parties to discuss
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matters from time to time on a higher level than the Mixed Armis-

tice Commission. Such talks might, if desired, be carefully prepared.

The United Nations Truce Supervision Organization would lend

such assistance as the parties might request.

3. Could the General tell us to what extent the parties are com-

plying with the decisions taken by the Commission which have been

notified to them?

Answer The usual pattern for a decision of the Israel-Jordan

Mixed Armistice Commission is as follows: first, the Mixed Armis-

tice Commission decides that such and such act by a party is a breach

of such and such article of the Armistice Agreement; second, the

Mixed Armistice Commission calls upon the same party to take

measures to prevent the recurrence of such acts. In other cases, the

Mixed Armistice Commission requests a party to take certain definite

measures to remedy the situation resulting from a breach of the

Armistice Agreement.

The usual pattern of Mixed Armistice Commission decisions to

which I have referred makes it very difficult to say to what extent

such and such decision has been complied with. The Jordanian

authorities have taken both preventive and punitive measures to

comply with recommendations to curb infiltration. In paragraph 16

of his report to the Security Council, dated 30 October 1952 (S/2833),

my predecessor referred to the following preventive measures:

"16. Jordan authorities have also reported the following

measures in effect from 1 November 1951 to curb infiltra-

tion:

" (a) National guards and village authorities have been in-

structed to point out the location of the Demarcation Line

to villagers, and to warn them of the danger they face in

making illegal crossings; shepherds are instructed to keep

their flocks as far as practicable from the line, to prevent

accidental crossing and consequent confiscation by Israeli

authorities; guards are stationed along the Demarcation

Line, and a list of people owning or cultivating lands along

the line has been established.

" (b) In areas difficult to control (particularly along the

Wadi Araba), Bedouin tribes have been ordered to move

back from the Demarcation Line to areas deeper inside

Jordan."

Since General Riley's report was written, the Jordan authorities

have increased the number of guards along the Demarcation Line.

As regards punitive measures, known infiltrators have been im-

prisoned or removed from the border villages and local authorities
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have been replaced where a laxness of control was suspected.
Israel, on its side, complied with the rules governing the return

of infiltrators and furnished information concerning known infil-

trators. Orders have been given and measures taken to stop military
units and manoeuvers from firing across the line. The Israel author-
ities have also educated the Israeli inhabitants of the border area as
to the actual position of the line on the ground.
Both parties have also, from time to time, issued orders to control

the firing by border guards.

As regards compliance with decisions in which a party is requested
to take such and such concrete measure, I regret that I have at my
disposal too little time and too scanty information to answer the
question with the necessary accuracy. On the whole, however, my
general impression is that compliance with Mixed Armistice Com-
mission decisions could be improved.

4. My delegation is anxious to know how the supervision of the
truce is actually organized, how many observers are at General Ben-
nike's disposal, what active measures these observers can themselves
take, how soon after an incident has occurred these observers are
able to intervene, and whether they always receive from the local
authorities the assistance and cooperation to which they are entitled.
Answer In accordance with the Security Council resolution of 11

August 1949, adopted after the conclusion of the several Armistice
Agreements, the personnel of the Truce Supervision Organization
performs two functions. The first is "observing and maintaining the
cease-fire" ordered by the Security Council on 15 July 1948 (the
order is re-affirmed in the resolution of II August 1949). The second
function is "assisting the parties to the Armistice Agreements in the
supervision of the application and observance of the terms of those
Agreements". With regard to the observance and maintenance of
the cease-fire, the powers of the Chief of Staff of the Truce Supervi-
sion Organization are derived directly from the Security Council
resolution, and United Nations observers acting under my instruc-
tions may take measures to observe and maintain the cease-fire.

Should an incident involving a breach of the cease-fire occur,
observers will be sent immediately to the spot, the authorities of the
respective parties will be contacted, and every effort made to bring
an end to the incident.

With regard to functions under the Armistice Agreements, the Se-
curity Council resolution of 11 August 1949 makes a distinction,
which is in conformity with the terms of the Armistice Agreements,
between the Chief of Staff and the personnel of the United Nations
Truce Supervision Organization under his command. The Chief of
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Staff is ex officio Chairman of the four Mixed Armistice Commis-

sions which supervise the execution of the four Armistice Agree-

ments. He may delegate his powers as Chairman in each Mixed

Armistice Commission to a senior officer from the observer personnel.

Other officers from the observer personnel, while remaining under

the command of the Chief of Staff, are attached to each Mixed Armi-

stice Commission and employed by it. Their assignments are subject

to approval by the Chief of Staff or his designated representative on

the Commission, whichever is serving as Chairman. United Nations

observers are employed by a Mixed Armistice Commission according

to its rules and to its practice, which vary in the different commis-

sions.

In my reply to question 2 from the representative of France, I

have already indicated the differences between the rules of proce-

dure and practice of the Israel-Jordan and those of the Israel-Egyp-

tian Mixed Armistice Commission. In the Israel-Lebanese Mixed

Armistice Commission, formal meetings of the Commission are pro-

vided for by the rules of procedure to order an investigation on the

spot, but in practice, when an investigation is requested by a party,

the other party has always given its consent and a mixed investiga-

tion has been made. Since 1951, the Israel-Syrian Mixed Armistice

Commission has ceased to hold any formal meetings except emer-

gency meetings. (Cf. General Riley's report to the Security Council

dated 30 October 1952 [S/2833, paragraph 45]).

At the present time, as stated in my answer to a previous question,

I have 19 military observers at my disposal. The active measures

which they may take and how soon after the occurrence of an inci-

dent they are able to intervene depends on whether they are acting

with respect to the cease-fire or to the Armistice Agreements, and if

the latter, on the particulat rules and practices of the Commission

concerned.

For the most part, the cooperation and assistance received from

the local authorities has been satisfactory.

5. The statistics which General Bennike has provided in his report

cover only the period from 1 January to 15 October 1953. I think

it would certainly be in the Council's interest to have in a shorter

and less detailed form statistics relating to the true violations which

have occurred during the preceding years to which we must more or

less closely relate the events which have been described to us. In

particular, could General Bennike tell us the number of truce viola-

tions which have been reported to the Commission since it started

to function, the number of such cases on which it has been able to

pass a verdict, and also the number in which Israel or one of its
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neighboring countries was found to have committed the violation?

Answer The answer is to be found in Annex I of this report.

III. Questions from the Representative of the United States of Amer-

ica

1. Could General Eennike describe more fully the operation pro-

cedures which are followed under the local commanders' agreement!

Answer There are eleven regularly scheduled local commanders'

meetings held at fixed points along the Israel-Jordan Demarcation

Line each week. Unless the United Nations observer in charge of an

area is out on an investigation or attending meetings of the Mixed
Armistice Commission, he attends the local commanders' meeting for

that area. At these meetings infiltrators are handed back, stolen

property is returned, information concerning known infiltrators is

exchanged, area incidents are discussed and complaints are lodged.

I do not mean to infer that all infiltrators are handed back this way
or that all stolen property is returned, but I am confident that a

continuation of these meetings, with the parties paying particular

attention to the calibre of man appointed as a local commander, will

result in better cooperation, less tension and fewer incidents along

the border.

2. Can General Bennike supply information indicating the extent

of the material damage Israel has suffered from infiltration?

Answer The Truce Supervision Organization is not in a position

to compile or check statistics of material damage resulting from infil-

tration. The Israel Government compiles and, from time to time,

publishes statistics on the question.

3. Does the Truce Supervision Organization have information as

to the extent of the organization of infiltration?

Answer Apart from statements made by the parties, the Truce

Supervision Organization has no information on the subject.

4. What material damage was there to the village and its inhabi-

tants as a result of the Qibiya incident?

Answer The Truce Supervision Organization has never been re-

quired to make an estimate of the material damage resulting from

incidents on the Israel-Jordan Demarcation Line.

IV. Question from the Representative of Greece

Would General Bennike find it advisable to strengthen the observer

corps in such a way as to permit it to play a preventive role? In

other words, I wonder whether the presence of observers at certain

psychologically dangerous points along the frontier might not prevent

possible frontier incidents.

Answer I cannot reply in a definitive form to this question, al-

though the experience of the Truce Supervision Organization in its
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early years, in 1948 and 1949, as well as the experience of the United

Nations Military Observer Group in Kashmir, would tend to support

the view that the presence of observers at certain points along the

cease-fire line is helpful in preventing possible incidents. As I have

indicated, it is my intention to station a small number of observers

along both sides of the Israel-Jordan Demarcation Line. Naturally,

the extent to which they can be of assistance in preventing frontier

incidents would depend on the increased effectiveness of the local

commanders' meetings and the cooperation which is extended to

them by the authorities on both sides of the line. It is my hope that

deploying observers as I have indicated may serve to assist the parties

in preventing incidents.

V. Questions from the Representative of Lebanon

1. Has the life of General Bennike or any of his collaborators

been threatened?

Answer As Chief of Staff of the Truce Supervision Organization,

I am adhering strictly to the position that the personnel of the Or-

ganization and I are in Palestine by virtue of resolutions of the Se-

curity Council, and that we must rely upon the governments of the

countries in which we carry out our functions to take the necessary

measures to safeguard the lives of the agents of the United Nations.

I am satisfied that the governments concerned are aware of their

responsibilities in this respect. About a month ago, the Israeli au-

thorities felt that in discharge of this responsibility, they must insist

on my being accompanied by a police escort in Israel territory.

Shortly afterwards, the Jordan authorities requested my permission

to patrol the grounds of my house at night, because of its location a

short distance away from the Demarcation Line. I have not the

means to evaluate the factual data, if any, which may have prompted

the two Governments to take these precautions, that is a matter for

the appropriate authorities of each State. In both cases, therefore,

I gave my concurrence, and I shall always be glad to cooperate with

the authorities of any of the parties in the discharge of their respon-

sibilities for the safety of United Nations personnel, provided that

.any measures they take do not interfere with my freedom of move-

ment or that of the observers. I may add that in the course of under-

ground work in Denmark during the war I have sometimes been in

danger. I am, therefore, not inclined to be influenced, either by

rumors of threats, from whatever source they may come, or by any

precautionary measures which the governments concerned may find

it necessary, in their own interest, to take.

2. Have General Bennike and his organization- been prevented

from performing their functions? If so, when, how and by whom?
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Packs of ammunition and 3" mortar bombs were found after a clash

between Arab Legion Patrol in Arab Jerusalem area and Israeli forces

who tried to smuggle them into the Jewish section of the Hebrew
University held by Jewish police in Jordan under the control of the

Chief of Staff, U.N.T.S.O. as demilitarized area. Dec. 12-13, 1952.

Demolition charges, hand grenades, Piat

Bombs. (Note Hebrew markings)



Answer In the course of their duties, United Nations mili-

tary observers have met with some obstruction on the part of

Israeli civilians and some over-zealous Israeli officials in the two

demilitarized zones created by the Israel-Egyptian and Israel-

Syrian Armistice Agreements and in the Mount Scopus demili-

tarized zone.
In the first two demilitarized zones, an appeal to higher authorities

has removed the obstruction. The situation, however, has not been

improved on Mount Scopus, which I attempted to inspect on 25 Sep-

tember 1953, in discharge of the responsibility for the security of

this area placed upon the United Nations by the agreement dated 7

July 1948, paragraph 1.

On 23 September, two days prior to the intended inspection, a let-

ter was sent to the General StafE Officer in charge of the Israeli Dele-

gations to the Mixed Armistice Commissions and to the Officer in

Charge of the Jordan Delegation, informing them of my intentions.

At approximately 6:30 a.m., I arrived at the area with several

United Nations observers. The Senior Israeli Police Inspector

in charge informed me that he had received specific orders not

to allow anyone to enter the buildings in the Jewish sector. I

inquired as to who had issued this order and was told that his

superiors in Jerusalem were responsible. He refused to divulge

the name of the superior who had issued the order. At about

1 1 :20 a.m., after many difficulties and after an Israeli Police In-

spector had been brought to the spot from the Israeli section

of Jerusalem, we were allowed to start the inspection, but the

observers met with minimum cooperation. Keys to locked doors

could not be found, and the question of mine detectors was not

allowed. At approximately 12:40, the Israeli Police Inspector

announced that he had received orders to stop the inspection. I

then withdrew from the area.

Subsequently, I received a letter dated 26 September from

the General Staff Officer in charge of the Israeli Delegations to

the Mixed Armistice Commissions, explaining that he had re-

ceived my letter of 23 September only after the time set for the

inspection, and objecting to searches by the United Nations

Truce Supervision Organization in the Jewish Sector of Mount

Scopus demilitarized area. Before the receipt of this communi-

cation, I had addressed a letter, on 27 September, to the Minis-

ter for Foreign Affairs of Israel, drawing his attention to the

difficulties I encountered in connection with the inspection of
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Mount Scopus and to the responsibility of the Chief of Staff for

the security of the area. I stated that such responsibility im-

plied the right of United Nations representatives, when the

Chief of Staff so decides, to inspect the area as he thinks fit. I

added that I did not consider that statements made by police

officers stationed on Mount Scopus expressed the opinion of the

Israel Government on the matter, and I requested his Govern-

ment's views as early as possible. To this date I have not re-

ceived a reply.

On the night of November first 1953, a water line in Jordan-con-

trolled territory northeast of Jerusalem was destroyed by explosives.

Jordan entered a complaint and an investigating team was sent to

the scene on the morning of 2 November. A United Nations ob-

server, three Jordanian officers and an experienced tracker followed

tracks from the scene of the incident to within seven meters of the

fence around the Jewish sector of Mount Scopus.

Here the investigating party was stopped by an Israeli Police

Inspector. Even though the United Nations observer was satis-

fied that the tracks he saw at the point near the Scopus fence

were the same as those seen at the site of the explosion, the Is-

raeli inspector refused to let the tracker or the United Nations

observer come nearer the fence. The United Nations observer,

who is my representative for Mount Scopus, was at that time

with the Israeli inspector inside the Mount Scopus area and was

not allowed to continue the investigation inside the area.

On the morning of 2 November, my representative for Mount

Scopus wanted to investigate another explosion alleged to have taken

place a few hours earlier in the Jewish sector of the Demilitarized

Zone, in the vicinity of the Amphitheatre.

The Israeli inspector stated that his instructions were to pro-

hibit United Nations personnel from inspecting the Jewish sec-

tor unless they had permission from Israeli Police Headquarters

in Jerusalem. My representative was, however, allowed to visit

the ground near the Amphitheatre. On returning the same aft-

ernoon, he was told by the Israeli Inspector that, according to

instructions just received, he could not be permitted to inspect

anywhere without permission from Police Headquarters.

On 3 November, however, the General Staff Officer in charge of

the Israeli Delegations to the Mixed Armistice Commissions informed

the headquarters of the Truce Supervision Organization in Jerusalem

that the Police Inspector on Mount Scopus would be immediately
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instructed to permit my representative freedom of movement.
I must emphasize that the Government concerned should take all

necessary steps to ensure that all its officials who come in contact with

United Nations military observers are properly instructed as to the

privileges, immunities and authority of the observers in carrying out

their functions. Should any Government in the area place any ob-

stacles in the way of military observers carrying out their lawful

duties, or should a Government endorse any instructive action by a

subordinate official, I shall feel bound to place the matter before the

Security Council.

3. How many Arabs have been expelled from Israel since 1948?

Answer (a) According to the complaints handed in to the Israel-

Jordan Mixed Armistice Commission since June 1949, Jordan has

alleged that 5,415 persons plus two families (the number of persons

involved was not mentioned in this complaint) have been expelled

from Israel. In most of these cases, Israel has claimed that the per-

sons expelled did not hold Israeli identification cards and had been

living in Israel illegally. Some such cases have been settled by resolu-

tions, such as the following:

"The Mixed Armistice Commission refers this case to the

Reunion of broken families committee, if these women wish

to apply to return to Israel."

or

"The following complaints are struck off with the proviso

that Israel will endeavour to give prior notice of transfer of

persons across the frontier, through the proper channels,

wherever possible."

or

"The Jordan Delegation agreed to withdraw complaint #64
and the Israeli Delegation stated that it was prepared to

consider the application for the return of this family favour-

ably, if it was found that it had been expelled illegally."

I have no figures showing the number of persons who have been

returned to Israel.

(b) The records of the Israel-Lebanon Mixed Armistice Commis-
sion show that 26 Arabs have been expelled from Israel to Lebanon.

(c) On 15 October 1953, the Security Council was informed by the

Permanent Representative of Syria of the recent expulsion of 11 Arab
inhabitants of the village of Rihaniya in the Safad district (S/3107).

The number of Arabs expelled from the Demilitarized Zone created

by the Israel-Syrian Armistice Agreement is indicated in my answer

to question 4 from the Representative of Lebanon.

(d) Two decisions taken by the Israel-Egyptian Mixed Armistice
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Commission on 30 May 1951 deal with the expulsion of Arabs.

The first refers to the expulsion by the Israeli authorities of
about 2,000 Arabs from El Majdal to the Egyptian-controlled

Gaza Strip. The second deals with the expulsion of 6,000 to

7,000 Beduins of the Azazme tribe from the area under Israel

control and from the El Auja Demilitarized Zone into Egyptian
territory.

The Israel Government has appealed against the two decisions of

the Mixed Armistice Commission to the Special Committee provided
for under Article X, paragraph 4, of the Israel-Egyptian General
Armistice Agreement. The appeals are still pending before the Spe-

cial Committee.

4. With reference to the third question above, how many Arabs
in particular have been expelled by Israel from their homes in the

Demilitarized Zone?

Answer (a) With regard to the Demilitarized Zone created by the

Israel-Syrian Armistice Agreement, about 785 Arabs were on the

night of 30/31 March 1951 removed from their homes in the Baqqara-

Ghanname-Khoury Farm area, in the central sector of the Zone. They
were transferred to Sha'ab in Israel-controlled territory. Following
interviews of 117 heads of families at Sha'ab by the Chairman of the

Mixed Armistice Commission on 2 and 3 July 1951, 212 Arabs, be-

longing to families whose heads had expressed by signature their

desire to return to their homes, were sent back to the Demilitarized

Zone on 5 July; 142 other Arabs were returned on 5 and 9 July, with-

out having been questioned by the Chairman. Of the approximately

409 Arabs who remained in Sha'ab, after expressing the desire not

to return to the Demilitarized Zone, 70 were, at their own request

and by agreement between the parties, permitted to enter Syria on
22 January 1952. My predecessor has further reported to the Secu-

rity Council on 30 October 1952 (S/2833, paragraph 50) that approxi-

mately 35 of the other Arabs transferred to Sha'ab had fled to Syria.

About 300 inhabitants of another Arab village, Es Samra, in the

southern sector of the Demilitarized Zone, fled from that village dur-

ing the incidents of March-April 1951. They have taken refuge in

the vicinity of Kahn and El Hamma, in the southern sector of the

Demilitarized Zone.

(b) With regard to the El Auja Demilitarized Zone created by the

Israel-Egyptian Armistice Agreement, I have referred, in my answer

to the preceding question, to the decision taken by the Israel-Egyp-

tian Mixed Armistice Commission, and appealed against by Israel,

concerning the 6,000 to 7,000 Beduins of the Azazme tribe, which.
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according to the decision of the Mixed Armistice Commission, were
expelled either from Israel-controlled territory or from the Demili-

tarized Zone. United Nations observers in the Demilitarized Zone
have also reported that about 200 to 250 Beduins from the Terabeen
tribe were expelled from the Demilitarized Zone during the past few
months.

5. With reference to Ambassador Lodge's second question on 29
October, as to the material damage suffered by Israel as a result of

infiltration, what is the extent of material damage suffered by the

Arabs in all regions as a result of Israeli action?

Answer I must give the same answer to this question as that given

to the question of the Representative of the United States. I am not
in possession of information which would enable me to state the ex-

tent of material damage suffered, as neither the Mixed Armistice

Commissions nor the Truce Supervision Organization are required

to measure or assess damage.

6. Does the General have any evidence supporting the contention

that Arab infiltrators are directed by the official authorities of Jordan
or by organizations known to these official authorities?

Answer I have no such evidence, nor is the contention to which
this question refers supported by any decision of the Mixed Armi-
stice Commission other than the following:

The Commission, at an emergency meeting (99th Meeting) held

on 26 and 27 November and 8 December 1952, which the Jordanian
representatives did not attend, voted on the following resolution sub-

mitted by Israel, as follows:

"1. The Mixed Armistice Commission is alarmed by the

planned sending of armed criminals from Jordan to Israel

by an officer of the Arab Legion. It. is an hostile act bearing

the character of subversive warfare which constitutes a

breach of - the General Armistice Agreement, Article III,

para. 3."

Two votes for (Israeli Delegation)

Chairman—no vote.

"2. The crossing of the Demarcation Line by an armed gang
of Jordanians controlled by a Jordanian Army officer who
attacked Israel Security Forces, constitutes a breach of the

General Armistice Agreement, Article III, para. 2."

Two vote for— (Israeli Delegation)

Chairman—no vote.

"3. The Mixed Armistice Commission emphasizes the grav-

ity of the situation to which activities lead and calls on Jor-

dan to stop them immediately."
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Two votes for— (Israeli Delegation)

Chairman—no vote.

"4. The Mixed Armistice Commission considers the failure

of the Jordanian Delegation to attend three consecutive

emergency meetings as a lack of respect to the Mixed Armi-

stice Commission and condemns it as an improper attempt

to avoid decisions."

Two votes for—- (Israeli Delegation)

One vote against— (Chairman).

7. Does the General consider that private citizens of Israel armed

by the Government constitute military or para-military forces? If

the answer is in the affirmative, would the General consider the Gov-

ernment of Israel responsible for the actions of these armed citizens?

Answer It is difficult to answer any questions of this kind in the

abstract. Such questions have to be answered in concrete cases by the

Mixed Armistice Commissions every time a party alleges that respon-

sibility for such and such an action rests not with an "armed group"

of indefinite organization and composition, but with an element of

the military or para-military forces of the other party.

A government which arms private citizens should ensure suffi-

cient control against the misuse of the arms supplied.

8. In paragraph 52 of his report, General Bennike says: "To sum

up, the present situation on the Israel-Jordan Demarcation Line is

due to a large extent to the problem of infiltration." To what extent

is infiltration due to Arabs having io cross the Demarcation Line to

tend their orchards and lands which, as General Bennike goes on to

say in the same paragraph, they were "haphazardly . . . separated . . .

from" by the long Demarcation Line?

Answer One of the causes of civilian crossing of the Demarcation

Line is for illegal cultivation. My predecessor, in his report to the

Security Council of 30 October 1952 (S/2833, paragraph 17), pointed

out that "another cause of frequent incidents along the Demarcation

Line is the cultivation of land by residents of one party in the terri-

tory controlled by the other or in no-man's-land." In my report to

the Security Council on 27 October 1953, I noted that the Mixed

Armistice Commission had found that the origin of the Dawayima

incident (25/27 May 1953) had been the illegal cultivation by Jor-

danians of land in Israel territory (S/PV.630, page 6). Almost all

cases of illegal cultivation with which the Mixed Armistice Commis-

sion has had to deal are cases of cultivation by Arabs of lands which

have been separated from Arab villages by the Armistice Demarca-

tion Line.

9. At no point in his report does General Bennike refer to the
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Jordanian armed forces as having violated the General Armistice

Agreement by crossing or firing across the Demarcation Line, whereas

at eleven points he asserts that Israeli armed forces cross or fired

across the Demarcation Line (in one instance, the Demilitarized Zone)

in violation of the General Armistice Agreements. (These eleven

places are listed in Annex V.) Would General Bennike care to go
more deeply and more critically into this qualitative difference be-

tween the acts of violation of the General Armistice Agreements

attributable to Jordan or Jordanians and the acts of violation attrib-

utable to Israel or Israelis?

Answer During the period 1 January through 15 October 1953,

action by Jordan forces resulted in Jordan being condemned for

three violations of the General Armistice Agreement. The text of

the resolutions, condemning Jordan, can be found in Annex II of

this report. Other resolutions condemning Jordan, adopted during

this period, refer to actions by armed groups or armed Jordanians.

During the same period, 1 January through 15 October 1953, action

by Israeli forces resulted in Israel being condemned for 16 viola-

tions of the General Armistice Agreement.

10. In several places General Bennike speaks of "retaliation"

,

"retaliatory action", "cycle of reprisal^', "reprisal raids", "chain re-

action of retaliatory measures", etc. If we compare the list of repri-

sals or retaliatory actions committed by Arabs with the list of reprisals

or retaliatory actions committed by Israelis, would General Bennike

care to comment on whether there is a qualitative difference between

them, namely, a difference as to their scope, intensity, method used

and the relative casualties caused or the comparative extent of the

damage inflicted?

Answer The answer to the part of this question referring to

casualties will be found in Annex I to this report. Neither the Israel-

Jordan Mixed Armistice Commission nor the Truce Supervision

Organization have been required to assess damage.

11. From his analysis of the Qibiya incident and his knowledge

and the knowledge of his Organization of the border incidents dur-

ing the last five years, can General Bennike fairly conclude that the

Qibiya incident stands out as in a class by itself so far as its scope,

its plan of execution and the acts of violence committed in it are

concerned?

Answer The Qibiya incident is similar to the Falame-Rantis inci-

dent (28/29 January 1953) and the Wadi Fukin, Surif and Idna

incidents (11 August 1953). However, because of the number of

persons killed, and because of the number of men, the amount of

milita;ry equipment, and the degree of organization involved, it
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stands out from other border incidents.

12. General Bennike says, "Jerusalem, when tension increases be-

tween Israel and Jordan, is a dangerous powder keg. I have been

told in particular by the Israeli authorities that criminal activities by

infiltrators in the Israeli part of Jerusalem would create a very grave

situation." Would the General care to go more deeply into this mat-

ter, and in particular would he elucidate what is intended by the

phrase "a very grave situation"?

Answer To elucidate the phrase "a very grave situation", I shall

refer to the preceding sentence in which I have described Jerusalem

as a dangerous powder keg, when tension increases between Israel

and Jordan. During a conversation with members of the Israeli Gen-

eral Staff, I was told that Jerusalem was the capital city of the State

of Israel, in which the Knesset and the Government offices are

located, and that security in Jerusalem was accordingly of the greatest

importance.

13. What detailed recommendations would General Bennike make

for strengthening the United Nations machinery which zvill guaran-

tee the observance of the General Armistice Agreements?

Answer 1 have endeavoured to reply to this question in my answer

to question number 2 from the Representative of France.

14. General Bennike speaks of "Israeli opposition to the fulfill-

ment by the Chairman and United Nations observers of their

responsibility for ensuring the implementation of Article V of the

General Armistice Agreement" . This opposition is further hinted at

on page 21. Since this is not an unimportant matter, especially in

vieiv of the text of the present item with which the Security Council

is seized, a detailed report on this question seems necessary. Would
General Bennike supply the Council with such a report?

Answer In paragraph 6 of his report to the Security Council,

dated 6 November 1951 (S/2389), my predecessor wrote as follows:

"6. During the conversation held at the Ministry for Foreign

Affairs on 6 September, it was reaffirmed to me that the

policy of the Government of Israel was to allow full free-

dom of movement to the United Nations observers in the

demilitarized zone, and that nothing would be done by any-

body to obstruct the observers or hamper them in the ex-

ecution of their duty. I, for my part, agreed that normal

identity checking at the entrance to the demilitarized zone

did not constitute a curtailment of the freedom of move-

ment of the United Nations observers in the zone."

The assurance thus given to my predecessor has not always been

fully observed.
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One year later, in his report to the Security Council of 30 October

1952, Lt. General W. E. Riley described the situation as it then

existed in the Demilitarized Zone. For example, he stated in para-

graph 68 of his report:

"With the exception of Nuqeib, El Hamma and Sha-

malne, Israeli police acting under orders from police head-

quarters outside the Demilitarized Zone, exercise control

over practically the entire Demilitarized Zone. The Chair-

man has maintained that the provisions of Article V of the

General Armistice Agreement and the Explanatory Note of

Dr. Bunche quoted in the Security Council resolution of

18 May 1951, call for police of a local character within the

Demilitarized Zone.

Israeli authorities, however, have not agreed to re-

move their non-local police from the Demilitarized

Z.one and no arrangement has been worked out ..."
There has been no change in the situation as described by my prede-

cessor.

15. General Bennike says, "If military forces carry out punitive

raids across the Demarcation Line, the Armistice Agreement must

be considered as having been deliberately broken in full knowledge

of possible consequences, including the possibility of a clash with the

military forces of the other party. The dangers implied in such a

resort to force should pursuade the responsible authorities to abstain

from it and adhere closely to peaceful means." This is a statement

of the utmost importance. Would the General care to expound his

thought further and to recommend ichat must be done in the cir-

cumstances to prevent this "deliberate breaking' of the Armistice

Agreements^

Answer I can only repeat what I have said in my report of 27

October. Two methods are possible: cooperation or resort to force.

The dangers of the latter should be clear to everyone. The parties

must honour their undertaking to observe the cease-fire ordered by

the Security Council and not take matters in their own hands in

violation of the Armistice Agreements.

16. General Bennike says that the following ruling by Dr. Bunche,

the Acting Mediator, is authoritative and was accepted by both par-

ties in 1949: "In the nature of the case, therefore, under the provi-

sions of the Armistice Agreement, neither party could validly claim

to have a free hand in the Demilitarized Zone over civilian authority,

while military activity was totally excluded." In view of the fact

that the present item with which the Security Council is seized deals

with "compliance with and enforcement of the General Armistice
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Agreements", would General Bennike care to explain who went bach

on this authoritative ruling which was accepted by both parties in

1949, and why?

Answer I should like to clarify the status of the paragraph from

the statement by Dr. Ralph Bunche quoted in this question. The
authoritative comment of the Acting Mediator which was accepted

by both parties in 1949, and to which I referred in my report

(S/PV.630, page 20) is as follows:

"The question of civil administration in villages and set-

tlements in the demilitarized zone is provided for, within the

framework of an Armistice Agreement, in sub-paragraph

5 (b) and 5 (f) of the draft, article. Such civil administra-

tion, including policing, will be on a local basis, without

raising general questions of administration, jurisdiction,

citizenship and sovereignty.

"Where Israeli civilians return to or remain in an Israeli

village or settlement, the civil administration and policing

of the village or settlement will be by Israelis. Similarly,

where Arab civilians return to or remain in an Arab village,

a local Arab administration and police unit will be author-

ized.

"As civilian life is gradually restored, administration will

take shape on a local basis under the general supervision of

the Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission.

"The Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission, in

consultation and cooperation with the local communities,

will be in a position to authorize all necessary arrange-

ments for the restoration and protection of civilian life. He
will not assume responsibility for direct administration of

the zone."

The Security Council, in its resolution of 18 May 1951, called upon

the parties to give effect to the above statement.

The paragraph to which the question of the Representative of

Lebanon refers was part of a later statement of Dr. Bunche, which

was addressed to my predecessor, Lt. General W. E. Riley, in April

1951 as his personal view of the general purpose and nature of the

Demilitarized Zone. This statement was incorporated by General

Riley in his report to the Security Council on 25 April 1951, and I

have quoted one of its paragraphs as enunciating a principle to which

I believe the parties should adhere totally.

My predecessor's reports show that such total adhesion has

not been forthcoming on the Israeli side. Israeli officials and

citizens have repeatedly shown their impatience with limitations
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to their activities in an area which they consider as under Israel

sovereignty.

17. With respect to Appendix I of the General's report, would

the General supply details of the nature and extent of damage of

each of the 20 violations of the General Armistice Agreement for

which Jordan was condemned, and each of the 21 violations of the

General Armistice Agreement for which Israel was condemned?

Answer As I have stated earlier, I am unable to give the details

of the damage in these cases, since I am not in possession of the

necessary information. Neither the Mixed Armistice Commission

nor the Truce Supervision Organization has measured or assessed

the damage involved.

18. With respect to Appendix 11 of General Bennike's report,

would the General complete the tabulation in part two of this Ap-

pendix to read like part two of Appendix I, so as to obtain the same

sort of information for the period June 1949 through December

1952 that was tabulated in Appendix I for the period 1 January to

15 October 1953, namely, the verification by the Armistice Commis-

sion of the relative casualties alleged by Jordan and by Israel?

Answer The information requested will be found in Annex I of

this report.

19. Could the General supply a detailed tabulation of all the vio-

lations for which Jordan and Israel were condemned by the Armis-

tice Commission since the onset of the Armistice, including in each

case the nature of the violation and the extent of the damage in-

flicted?

Answer The part of Annex I which outlines the articles and

paragraphs of the General Armistice Agreement that have been vio-

lated will give some indication as to the nature of the violation. The

Mixed Armistice Commission has made no attempt to estimate the

extent of the damage inflicted.

VI. Questions from the Representative of Israel

1. My first question relates to page 25 of the report. Appendix III,

sub-paragraph 3. In listing complaints in the Jordan and Israel

Mixed Armistice Commission, the report states:

"And in addition, 191 complaints against Jordan were set-

tled without discussion by a resolution that included the

following:

'The crossing of the line by civilians is inconsistent with

Article IV, paragraph 3, of the General Armistice Agree-

ment.'
"

The paragraph which I have quoted sounds as if the resolution

gave no indication of whether the 191 complaints against Jordan
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were valid or not. I therefore ask whether the Chief of Staff can
confirm that the aforesaid resolution included some acknowledge-
ment by Jordan of the validity of Israel's complaints, by saying in

its principal clause:

"The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan Delegation regrets the

crossing of the Demarcation Line by civilians as reported in

the above complaints. It reaffirms that it is taking all pos-

sible measures to prevent such illegal crossings of the line

in the future, as they are against the interests of both parties

and inconsistent with Article IV, paragraph 3, of the Armis-

tice."

Are my records correct in showing that this is part of the same reso-

lution referred to on page 25?

Answer The Israeli Representative's records are correct. Similar

clauses appear also in some of the other resolutions covering the

complaints referred to.

2. The report under discussion by the Security Council refers to

the period since the beginning of the year, which I would under-

stand to be from 1 January 1953. However, the first incident men-
tioned is that of Falame-Rantis on 28/29 January. I wonder whether
we could have information on the border incidents which took place

in the early weeks of January, prior to the Falame-Rantis incident,

and which resulted in what the report describes as three weeks of

rapidly developing tension. My question relates to information on
border incidents between 1 January and 28 January 1953.

Answer During the period between 1 January and 28 January
1953, then complaints were submitted by Jordan and six complaints

by Israel. In May 1953, Israel submitted eight more complaints, con-

cerning infiltration that had allegedly taken place during January.

I have listed all the complaints in a separate memorandum which I

shall transmit to the President of the Council with the request it be

added to the record of my answers as Annex IV. I would draw at-

tention to the incident listed as number 7 under Jordan's complaints

in this Annex, namely the complaint by Jordan that, on 4 January,

three Israeli soldiers and one civilian driving instructor were found
by a Jordan patrol in the Latrun area. This case resulted in the

cancellation by Israel on 8 January of the Agreement to reduce and
solve incidents. The previous Agreement on measures to curb infil-

tration, which thereupon automatically went into effect, was also

terminated by Israel. The cancellation of both these Agreements

added to the rapidly developing tension.

I may add that tension cannot be gauged by the number of inci-

dents alone. An even more important factor is the weight given to
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the incidents by official spokesmen of the Governments of the parties

and by the press.

3. My third question refers to page 15 of the report, on which it

is stated that the attack on the Israel village of Yahud on 12/13 Octo-

ber which caused the death of two small children and their mother

may have provoked the attack on Qibiya. It is my understanding

that the Mixed Armistice Commission, in condemning Jordan for

the attack, defined that situation as "intolerable aggression" . I won-

der whether, in order to clear up this point, we could simply have

transmitted to us the full text of the resolution on Yahud?

Answer Following is the full text of the resolution adopted by the

Israel-Jordan Mixed Armistice Commission concerning the Yahud
incident:

Part 1. "The deep armed Jordanian penetration into Israel

to perpetrate the brutal attack on a house in Yahud village

in the night of 12/13 October 1953, which resulted in the

murder of two small children and their mother is a violation

of Article III, paragraph 2, of the General Armistice Agree-

ment."

Part 2. "The Mixed Armistice Commission considers it of

vital importance that the Jordanian authorities should take

immediately the most vigorous measures to prevent the re-

currence of such intolerable aggression."

Both parts were adopted by three votes in favour, none opposed,

and two abstentions by the Jordan Delegation.

In reply to the second question by the Representative of France,

I have drawn attention to the fact that under procedures followed in

the Mixed Armistice Commissions, the wording of the resolution is

beyond the control of the Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Com-
mission. It has been suggested that the Yahud incident may have

provoked the retaliatory action against the village of Qibiya. The
wording of this resolution, submitted by Israel, confirms my feeling

that it would be desirable of the parties agreed to vote solely on the

question whether a breach of the Agreement had taken place, leaving

it to the Chairman to formulate the verdict in appropriate terms.

4. My fourth question refers to the report by Commander Hut-

chinson on the Qibiya incident, quoted in the report of the Chief of

Staff of the Truce Supervision Organization. In that memorandum
the conclusion is drawn that, because certain types of weapons were

employed by the attackers, the attacks therefore must have been car-

ried out by Israeli Defence Forces. I would appreciate it if we could

be told whether the United Nations observers have examined the

defence system of Israel border villages, and have concluded that the
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weapons with which these settlements are armed to repel attacks from
across the border are of a type and make different from those em-

ployed by the Israel Defence Forces.

Answer United Nations observers, who have visited many
border villages, have never reported seeing weapons other than

machine guns, grenades, rifles, automatic weapons such as Bren-

gun, Sten-gun and Thompson sub-machine guns, and side arms.

The records of the complaints and investigations of the Mixed

Armistice Commissions since 1949 contain no evidence to show

that border villages were ever furnished with Bangalore torpe-

does, 2-inch and 81 mm. mortars and demolition charges. Nor
does the history of Incidents show the necessity of border villages

being furnished with these type of weapons. The records of the

Mixed Armistice Commission show that attacks against villages

and persons in Israel take the pattern of raids carried out by

small armed groups using hit-and-run tactics. For defence

against this type of action, I can see the usefulness of machine

guns, small automatic weapons and even hand grenades, but cer-

tainly not of mortars. Bangalore torpedoes and demolition

charges.

5. I have a question of fact relating to page 17, on which General

Bennike states that Israel airplanes attacked Arabs and their herds

of camels and goats. I believe the reference is to the South of the

country. Neither I nor any of my colleagues have heard anything of

this. Therefore, could we please have the full text of the Mixed
Armistice Commission's resolution on this matter?

Answer The statement referred to in this question was based on

reports of investigations carried out by United Nations observers.

The incidents occurred in particular in the area of the demilitarized

zone created by the Israel-Egyptian Armistice Agreement. Under the

Armistice Agreement the United Nations observers have greater

authority in the demilitarized zone than they have elsewhere, and

I attach special importance to the reports of observers concerning

incidents in the area of the zone. My statement was intended to illus-

trate the general situation leading up to the events in the demili-

tarized zone referred to in the decision of the Mixed Armistice Com-
mission of 2 October 1953, which I quoted in extenso (S/PV.630,

page 17). The following is a summary of reports of investigations by

United Nations observers in July and August 1953.

On 6 July, Israeli planes were reported as having attacked Beduins

near Bir el Malaqui, a well in the demilitarized zone. Two persons
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and several animals were reported killed. When the incident was

investigated by a United Nations observer, the casualties were re-

ported to have been buried. On 19 July, two Israeli planes were re-

ported to have attacked Beduins inside the Egyptian border—MR.

078-0760. Two children were reported injured and many camels

killed. This incident was investigated by a United Nations observer,

who saw 45 dead camels and two wounded camels. On 30 July, an-

other attack by Israeli planes was reported within the demilitarized

zone. One man was reported killed. The United Nations observer

who investigated the report saw blood stains in the sand, with a

line of bullet holes running through it. The body was reported to

have been buried according to Moslem custom. On 2 and 3 August,

attacks by Israeli planes on Beduins were again reported by an Egyp-

tian guard at El Auja and confirmed, by eye-witness accounts, by the

Beduins. On 8 August, two planes were reported to have attacked

herds inside Egyptian territory in the same area as the attack on 19

July. This incident was investigated and a wounded girl questioned.

In a letter dated 21 September, addressed to the Chairman of the

Egyptian-Israeli Mixed Armistice Commission, the Senior Israeli

Delegate stated, inter alia:

"3) The demilitarized zone being an integral part of Israel,

the term 'Palestinian Beduin' does not exist.

Every Arab including Beduins in the demilitarized zone

without an Israeli identity card is an infiltrator.

"4) Any Israeli activity in the Demilitarized Zone (beside

the penetration of military forces) is an internal Israeli

affair and of no concern to nobody, including Egypt."

6. I refer again to the Israel-Egyptian Armistice situation, in which

connection the Chief of Staff's report quotes a resolution adopted by

the Israeli-Egyptian Mixed Armistice Commission on 2 October 1953,

regarding alleged military activities in the demilitarized zone of El

Auja. In accordance with Article X of the Israeli-Egyptian Armistice

Agreement, I understand that a decision of the Commission is not

final, if it is appealed, until the Special Committee has taken a deci-

sion on the appeal. Am I right in stating that there is an appeal

which was submitted on 2 October, and would it be correct to deduce

that this resolution is therefore still sub judice and that a meeting

of the Special Committee will be convened as requested by Israel in

order to examine this appeal?

Answer I have mentioned in my report (page 18) that the Israeli

representatives have submitted an appeal against the resolution of

the Mixed Armistice Commission, requesting that the case be brought

before the Special Committee, in accordance with Article X, para-
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graph 4, of the General Armistice Agreement. This paragraph reads,

inter alia, as follows:

"On questions of principle, appeal shall lie to a Special

Committee, composed of the United Nations Chief of Staff

of the Truce Supervision Organization and one member

each of the Egyptian and Israeli Delegations to the Armistice

Conference at Rhodes or some other senior officer, whose

decisions on all such questions shall be final."

In view of Israel's appeal to the Special Committee, the decision of

the Israeli-Egyptian Mixed Armistice Commission of 2 October 1953

is not final. The situation with regard to the convening of the Spe-

cial Committee has not changed since my predecessor wrote in his

report to the Security Council dated 4 November 1952: "Repeated

efforts have been made to convene a meeting of the Spcial Committee

to consider these appeals (seven by Egypt and three by Israel) which

are from decisions taken by the Mixed Armistice Commission be-

tween May and October 1951, but no date has been found mutually

acceptable to the parties."

I intend, when I return to the middle East, to approach the par-

ties with a view to convening the Special Committee.

7. I now come to the paragraph of the report in which it is re-

ported that the talks between high-ranking military commanders

proposed by Israel at the end of January did not take place. Can we

be informed why these high level talks did not take place?

Answer They did not take place because the Jordan Government's

position was that civilian infiltration was a police matter, and that a

meeting of the civilian authorities of both sides, assisted by senior

police officers, might be more conducive to the achievement of the

end sought. In Israel, however, the responsibility for border security

rests with the Defence Forces. The Government of Israel, which had

therefore suggested a meeting between military commanders of high

rank, regretted Jordan's decision. It accepted, however, to take part

in a meeting in which Jordan was represented by the Chief Jordan

Delegate to the Mixed Armistice Commission (a civilian) and Israel

by the General Staff Officer in charge of Israel Delegations to the

Mixed Armistice Commissions (an Army Officer). As I have stated

in my report (page 12), these talks led to no result. I have also re-

ported that the idea of high level talks between senior military com-

manders was revived in June and that a meeting was held on 29

June (page 14).

8. On page 14, there is a description of the differences between

the responsibilities of the Israel Government and the Jordan Gov-

ernment in respect of infiltration. The report states:
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"Jordan is taking measures against infiltration and will

continue to do so. Israel will cooperate by supplying in-

formation to Jordan on infiltration."

Have the measures which the Jordan Government maintains it has

taken resulted in fact in any reduction in the number of infiltra-

tion cases or in their grave nature?

Answer The quotation in this question is taken from the sum-

ming up of the results of the meeting between senior military com-

manders held on 29 June 1953 (page 14). The third sentence in

the summing up reads as follows: "Israel will seek to improve

methods of transmitting such information quickly, so that Jordan

can make effective use of it." I described the results of this meeting

as successful, because each party recognized the special problems

which faced the other and because each party undertook certain

obligations. It was a good beginning and I regret that it was not

followed up by detailed arrangements between the high-ranking

police officers in the two meetings they held in July. As I stated

in my report, existing arrangements for implementing the local

commanders' agreement remained unaltered. I believe, however,

that the procedure of local commanders' meetings, which should

not be confused with the high level talks between senior military

commanders, would be greatly strengthened by the resumption of

such high level talks and the conclusion of the detailed arrange-

ments which were envisaged in the meeting of 29 June.

As regards the effectiveness of the measures which the Jordan

Government is taking, it is impossible to give a definite answer,

there being no fixed criterion to calculate the effectiveness of the

measures as such, in isolation from other factors. There has been,

generally, a decrease in the number of complaints regarding infil-

tration submitted to the Mixed Armistice Commission by Israel.

During the first nine months of 1952, Israel submitted 233 com-

plaints. During the same period in 1953, it submitted 172 com-

plaints. This figure might have been still lower if the detailed

arrangements envisaged in the high level talks of 29 June had

been made.

9. I now have a question on the geography of the situation. Is

it correct to say that the greatest number of armistice violations

ascribed to Jordan, in accordance with the findings of the Mixed
Armistice Commission, have come from the area Tulkarem-Qal-

qilya-Jerusalem, contiguous to the area of Israel's greatest popula-

tion concentration and most vulnerable lines of communication?

Would that be an accurate description of the concentration in space

of the infiltration movements?
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Answer That is correct. As I stated in my report (page 12),

Israeli representatives in a meeting on 24 January 1953 with Mr.

Vigier, stated that the main areas affected by marauders during

1952 were Jerusalem and the Jerusalem corridor, the Plain of

Sharon and the Beisan Valley.

10. My next question refers to the local commanders' meetings.

I should like to ask whether the Chief of Staff can give us his expe-

rienced opinion on whether these meetings of junior officers could

do more than they have until now, namely, deal in a limited way

with some of the technical matters that arise after incidents have

occurred, such as the return of cows, flocks and small parts of stolen

property. Does he believe that the local commanders' meetings or

agreements could go very much beyond the scope of those opera-

tions?

Answer My answers to the fourth and sixth questions by the

representatives of the United Kingdom and to the first question by

the representative of the United States answer this question in part.

I can only add that it is my belief that regularly scheduled meetings

between local commanders can do more than arrange for technical

matters that arise after incidents have occurred, such as the return

of cows, flocks, and small parts of stolen property. These meetings

can do much to prevent infiltration. Their effectiveness depends, of

course, on the degree of support given to the local commanders by

the Governments and on the scope of the authority which the

parties are willing to extend to these officials within the framework

of an agreement providing for such meetings. Their value in pre-

venting incidents could be even greater than their value in settling

matters after incidents have occurred.

11. The Security Council, in its resolution of 1 September

1951, has confirmed that since the Armistice regime is of a perma-

nent character, the parties to it cannot assert that they are actively

belligerent. I wonder whether the Chief of Staff shares the view

that a belief by any party in its rights to consider itself a belligerent

might have an adverse effect on the operation of the Armistice sys-

tem?

Answer The question refers to paragraph 5 of the preamble of

the resolution of the Security Council of 1 September 1951 which

reads as follows:

"Considering that since the Armistice regime, which has

been in existence for nearly two and a half years, is of a

permanent character, neither party can reasonably assert

that it is actively belligerent or requires to exercise the

right of visit, search, and seizure for any legitimate pur-
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pose of self-defence;"

In the light of the General Armistice Agreements, I understand

this paragraph to mean that the General Armistice Agreements con-

cluded between Israel and her Arab neighbours are permanent in

the sense that they cannot be terminated under the terms of these

Agreements except by the restoration of peace. If my understand-

ing is correct, this means that, until a peaceful settlement between

the parties to an Armistice Agreement is achieved, they are obliged

to comply with the terms of this Agreement. My functions and

responsibilities are therefore concerned with the execution of the

General Armistice Agreements and the maintenance of the cease-

fire in accordance with the Security Council's resolution of 11 Au-

gust 1949. In other words, I am concerned with the actual violations

by the parties of the provisions and terms of these instruments. In

my opinion no violation of the cease-fire or of the General Armi-

stice Agreements is permissible.

12. On the subject of the meaning of the Armistice Agreements,

we note that the Armistice Agreements are described in their own

texts and in Security Council resolutions as a transition to a perma-

nent peace. May I ask whether the Chief of Staff would like to say

whether he regards this as a very fundamental part of the Armistice

system? Would he regard the acceptance of this concept as some-

thing which would alter the security situation? Finally, has the

Truce Supervision Organization recently taken any steps to remind

the parties of this objective which they have signed in the Armistice

Agreements?

Answer I agree that an Armistice system in general, by its very

nature, is a transitional arrangement. In particular, the General

Armistice Agreements concluded in 1949 between Israel and her

neighbours have been accepted by the parties as transitional arrange-

ments. Article I of each of the General Armistice Agreements con-

tains a provision to the effect that the establishment of an armistice

between the armed forces of the two parties "is accepted as an in-

dispensable step toward the liquidation of armed conflict and the

restoration of peace in Palestine." The parties have agreed to con-

sider this provision as one of the principles to be fully observed by

them during the Armistice.

As for the security situation under the Armistice Agreements,

this depends primarily, as I have suggested in my answer to the pre-

ceding question, upon the actual compliance by the parties with

the terms of the Agreements and the terms of the Security Council

resolution of 11 August 1949. The Security Council, on the one

hand, and the parties, through the Armistice Agreements on the
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other, have defined the functions of the Chief of Staff of the Truce

Supervision Organization. He has not been called upon in particu-

lar, either by the Security Council or by the parties through the

Armistice Agreements, to take any official steps to remind the parties

of the principles which they have accepted, except in so far as any

of these principles may have a bearing on the actual implementation

of an Armistice Agreement in a concrete case.

13. Could the General present to the Security Council a summary

of the agendas of local commanders' meetings since the beginning

of their operation, of proposals made during these meetings and

decisions adopted at them?

Answer Many local commanders' meetings are held without a

United Nations observer being present. When a United Nations

observer is present, he makes a brief record of the proceedings.

There is no pattern in the agendas, the proposals and the decisions

of the meetings. No two meetings are alike. In general, information

is exchanged concerning infiltration and known infiltrators; captured

infiltrators are returned, as well as stolen property and animals.

Decisions are made on establishing better means of communication

between the authorities on both sides. Special meetings have often

resulted in prompt action to stop firing across the line. Some of

the incidents which have been handled are small in themselves, but

many of these could well have erupted into major incidents if they

had not been checked at the outset. I am convinced that if local

commanders were carefully selected, if they were given proper in-

structions and some latitude in taking speedy action, there is prac-

tically no limit to the good they could do in reducing tension and

improving the spirit of cooperation in their sectors.

14. General Bennike mentions several incidents where allegedly

Israeli armed forces crossed the Demarcation Line. Could the Gen-

eral confirm that the following resolutions condemning attacks by

regular and irregular Jordan forces against Israel territory have been

adopted since 1 January 1953?

Answer The Israeli representative has quoted as part of his ques-

tion the decisions of twelve meetings of the Jordan-Israel Mixed
Armistice Commission held between 30 January and 14 October

1953. To save time I shall not read these decisions, but I shall ask

the President of the Council to include them in the record as Annex
II to my answers. To complete the record I also request the Presi-

dent to include as Annex II (b) additional decisions taken at two

of the meetings referred to in the question.

I assume that the point of the question is whether in these deci-

sions the Mixed Armistice Commission found that breaches of the
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Armistice Agreements were committed by regular or irregular Jor-

dan forces. I can confirm that all of the resolutions quoted by the

representative of Israel condemned violations from the Jordan side.

Only three of the resolutions, however, no. 2 adopted at the 108th
meeting, no. 1 adopted at the 127th meeting, and no. 2 adopted at

the 141st meeting of the Mixed Armistice Commission referred to

units of the Arab Legion or other Jordan Security Forces. All the

other resolutions referred to "armed groups," "armed civilians," or

"armed men." There is no evidence that these were members of

the security forces of Jordan.

15. General stated that "Jordan is taking measures against infil-

tration and will continue to do so." In order to assist us in the

evaluation of the Hashemite Jordan Kingdom Government's under-
takings, could General Bennike tell us whether the Hashemite Jor-

dan Kingdom's Government brought to trial, and what were the

sentences imposed upon, the perpetrators of the following murder
cases, which occurred during the last six months and were condemned
by Mixed Armistice Commission resolutions, or in any other murder
case not on this list at any time since the signing of the Armistice

Agreement—committed by Jordanians against Israel?

Answer In this question the Israeli representative listed 10 inci-

dents. Again I shall not read them but will request the President

to list them as Annex III to my answers.

We have no information concerning the sentences imposed on
perpetrators of crimes from either side. The work of the Mixed
Armistice Commission has been limited to investigating the facts

and determining whether a violation of the General Armistice

Agreement has occurred. The apprehension and punishment of

those who may be guilty is a matter within the jurisdiction of each
State. I understand that at the local, commanders' meetings some
information on this matter has been exchanged.

16. On page 12 of General Bennike's report, it is stated that an
Israeli soldier was killed when an Israel patrol crossed the Demarca-
tion Line and exchanged fire with the inhabitants of Falame village.

Would the General tell us whether the body had any identification

disc which would have identified him as an Israeli soldier; whether
the number on the disc was communicated to the Israeli authorities,

and whether the body was handed over to Israel?

Answer

The body had an Israeli identification disc marked with the

number 232046 and the name Yehuda Kacim, in Hebrew. This
information was communicated to the Israeli authorities. On
23 January, the body was handed over to two officers of the
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Israeli Army who accepted it as that of an Israeli soldier with-

out any reservations on this point.

VII. Questions from the Representative of the Hashemite Jordan
Kingdom

1. Does Major General Vagn Bennike consider that attacks car-

ried out by regular Israeli forces are becoming more frequent? Are

they becoming more serious in relation to Jordanian loss of lives

suffered and damages suffered? Do increasingly larger Israeli armed
forces participate in such attacks on Jordan territory?

Answer

In the light of events since the beginning of this year, I must

answer yes to the three parts of this question, with the excep-

tion of the part relating to damages.
2. What is the extent of material damage suffered by Jordan from

Israeli infiltration and aggression since the beginning of the present

truce in April 1949?

Answer I am not in possession of information which would en-

able me to answer this question, since neither the Truce Supervision

Organization nor the Mixed Armistice Commission is required to

measure or assess damage.

3. Can Major General Vagn Bennike state how many Israeli at-

tacks were carried out by Israeli military forces in relation to the

total violations by Israelis?

Answer

Of the 21 resolutions condemning Israel, adopted by the Is-

raeli-Jordan Mixed Armistice Commission, four refer to action

by "Israeli armed groups," one to "armed Israelis," four to "Is-

raeli forces," one to "Israeli regular forces," one to "Israeli

troops," one to "Israeli soldiers," one to "Israeli defense forces,"

five to "Israeli security forces," one to "an officer and Israeli

security forces," and to "Israeli armoured cars," and one to

"Israeli regular army." The answer to your question is sixteen.

4. We note that the Israeli press, in describing a crime committed
inside Israel, usually ends the article with "the tracks led to the

border." General Bennike, do you have any information that would
indicate that terrorist groups are active inside Israel? Is it not true

that many cases attributed to Jordanians by the Israeli press are

found to be crimes committed by Israelis against Israelis?

Answer The Truce Supervision Organization has no special in-

formation on these two questions.

5. Would Major General Vagn Bennike compare the degree of

cooperation of Jordan and Israel with the Truce Organization since
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the Local Commanders' Agreement was signed?

Answer The degree of cooperation of the parties under the Local
Commanders' Agreement is difficult to compare. There have been
recent cases where one of the parties failed to appear for the meet-
ing. A higher degree of cooperation is certainly possible.

6. We note that in Appendix I and III of his report, Major Gen-
eral Vagn Bennike gives figures concerning the number of resolutions

passed against the parties for the years 1952 and 1953. Could the

General furnish a breakdown of the resolutions passed against the

parties for the years 1949, 1950 and 1951?

Answer The answer to this question may be found in Annex I,

which I have submitted to the President of the Security Council
with the request that it be included in the record of this meeting.

7. Has Major General Vagn Bennike or his staff been threatened
or prevented from inspecting demilitarized zones under his control?

When, where and under which circumstances?

Answer I have already answered this question in my reply to

question 2 from the representative of Lebanon.

8. How many times were the United Nations observers fired at

by Israelis in the course of their investigations?

Answer United Nations observers have found themselves under
fire on numerous occasions. In most cases they have been caught
under an exchange of fire. As I have pointed out before, I am con-

vinced that the parties are aware of their responsibilities for the

safety of observers engaged in the performance of their functions.

I have no evidence that they have ever been shot at directly when
the firing party was aware of the fact that they were United Nations
observers.

9. Did any organized attack by the Arab Legion take place against

Israeli settlements or villages? Did the' Arab Legion engage during
the truce in any mass murders or mass destructions?

Answer As I have stated in my reply to the 9th question from
the representative of Lebanon, Jordan regular forces were con-

demned by the Mixed Armistice Commission for three violations of

the General Armistice Agreement, none of which was an organized

attack by the Arab Legion against an Israeli settlement or village.

The text of the resolutions may be found in Annex II to this report.

10. In relation to 191 complaints against Jordan for simple cross-

ing of the line by Jordanian civilians, can the Chief of Staff confirm
that these were settled without discussion because the Armistice Com-
mission was satisfied that they had inadvertently occurred without
any real intent to violate the General Armistice Agreement?
Answer As stated in Appendix III to my report to the Security
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Council (page 25), the 191 complaints concerning civilian crossing

of the Demarcation Line referred to in the above question were set-

tled without investigation or discussion of the individual complaints

and cleared from an overloaded agenda. For example, the decision

on 57 of these complaints was ratified at the 80th meeting of the

Israel-Jordan Mixed Armistice Commission on 24 January 1952, fol-

lowing a report of the sub-committee which merely listed the com-

plaints by number followed by the agreed resolution. The repre-

sentative of Jordan pointed out that the cases had not been investi-

gated on the spot. He added, "I do not say that in certain of these

cases infiltrators did not commit them, but I doubt very much if in

every case infiltrators are responsible." There was a general discus-

sion on the practicability of conducting an investigation. The Chair-

man recalled attention to the wording of the sub-committee's deci-

sion which used the term "inconsistent with Article IV, paragraph

3," rather than "constitute a breach of Article IV, paragraph 3."

There was even less consideration of the remaining complaints in

this category and it is impossible for me to state categorically the

motivation of the parties in agreeing to these decisions other than

their desire to have them cleared from the agenda.

11. How can the Truce Supervision Organization be reinforced

to ensure the respect of the Armistice Agreements?

Answer No reinforcement of the Truce Supervision Organization

can in itself ensure respect of the Armistice Agreements. Such re-

spect must come from the parties themselves. However, it is my
opinion that the present tense situation might be improved, particu-

larly with regard to the observance of the cease-fire, if the observer

group were strengthened to enable the Truce Supervision Organiza-

tion to maintain observers at critical points along the Armistice De-

marcation Lines. The presence of these observers, as I pointed out

in an answer to a preceding question, would probably have a damp-

ening effect on potential violators of the Armistice Agreements.

* * *
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STATEMENTS BY

SECURITY COUNCIL

CONDEMNING ISRAEL

Sir Gladwyn JEBB (United Kingdom): We have now all had the
opportunity to study the report prepared by General Bennike for

presentation to the Security Council and to give, at any rate, some
preliminary attention to the answers he has given to the greater
part of the large number of detailed and complicated questions put
to him by various delegations. I would like to express the thanks
of my delegation to General Bennike and his staff for all the care
and hard work which they have given to this task. I am sure the
information he has made available to us will be of the greatest value
to the Security Council in enabling it to arrive at a correct assess-

ment of the circumstances surrounding the tragic event on which the
eyes of the world have recently been focussed.

In my statement of 20 October, I said that I would wish to express
my Government's views at greater length after some examination of
the substance of this question.

Having now considered the detailed report on the raid on
Qibiya prepared by the Acting Chairman of the Mixed Armi-
stice Commission, Commander Hutchison, and included in the
Chief of Staff's report, as well as the supplementary information
contained in the answers to the questions put to General Ben-
nike, my Government, on the evidence so far submitted, are in

full agreement with the view expressed by the Chief of Staff

—

namely, that the technical arguments tending to show that Is-

rael military forces were implicated are completely convincing.
As we all know, Israel has already been condemned by the Mixed

Armistice Commission for this incident in the following terms:

"Part One
"a. The crossing of the demarcation line by a force ap-
proximately one half of a battalion from the Israel Regular
Army, fully equipped, into Qibiya village on the night of
14-15 October 1953, to attack the inhabitants by firing from
automatic weapons and throwing grenades and using Ban-
galore torpedos together with TNT explosive, by which
forty-one dwelling houses and a school building were com-
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pletely blown up, resulting in the cold-blooded murder of

forty-two lives, including men, women and children, and

the wounding of fifteen persons and the damage of a police

car, and at the same time, the crossing of a part of the same

group into Shuqba village, are a breach of Article III, para-

graph 2 of the General Armistice Agreement,

"b. The shelling by a supporting unit to that force by

three-inch mortar guns from across the demarcation line on

Budrus village, which resulted in the damage of some houses

and a bus and the wounding of an NCO in charge of the

National Guards, is a breach of the Article III, paragraph 3

of the General Armistice Agreement.

"Part Two
"The Mixed Armistice Commission decides that it is ex-

tremely important that the Israel authorities should take

immediately the most vigorous measures to prevent the re-

currence of such aggressions against Jordan and its citizens."

The question is, does the Security Council share the opinion of

the Mixed Armistice Commission, and in particular does it believe

with the Chief of Staff that the raid was the work of Israel military

forces?

With the greatest respect, I suggest that the broadcast statement

made by the Israel Prime Minister on 19 October 1953, does not in

itself preclude such a conclusion, since that statement only denied

the allegation that 600 men of the Israel Defence Forces took part

in the action and asserted that no unit was absent from its base

on the night of the attack on Qibiya.

The Acting Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission, how-

ever, considered that some 250 to 300 well-trained soldiers took part

in the operation, and pointed out that the approaches to the village

passed through an area protected by Israel military forces.

Whether this body consisted of regulars or of militia has really

no bearing on the case.

In either event it was a disciplined, organized, well-armed Is-

rael military force. In the view of Her Majesty's Government,

therefore, it is very difficult for the Israel Government to escape

responsibility for the attack.

Her Majesty's Government has, in any case, already stated

that in its view there was no possible justification for such ac-

tion, and through Her Majesty's Ambassador in Tel Aviv, it

has informed the Israel Government of its horror at this appar-

ently calculated attack. The further information that has come
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to hand and the increased toll of life can only confirm my Gov-

ernment in condemning it and reinforce its opinion that it has

constituted a threat to the security of the entire area.

I should like to repeat that my Government's feelings would

not be very different whether this attack was undertaken by

militia, that is to say settlers armed and organized by the Israel

authorities, or by the regular army of Israel.

The unfortunate thing is that this kind of wholesale and in-

discriminate reprisal should be indulged in at all. And the

whole situation is made worse by the apparent unwillingness of

the Israel Government to punish those responsible and hence,

by implication, their willingness to condone it. This can only

encourage other such incidents, as well as the growth of a spirit

of violence in their citizens, which may bode ill for the future.

Now we have heard and read a good deal about the alleged provo-

cation which gave rise to this incident, the increase of tension on the

border, the perpetration of crimes by so-called infiltrators, and the

alleged failure or inability of both the Jordan Government and the

Truce Supervision Organization to control the unauthorized crossing

of the Armistice demarcation lines by civilians. I should like to

touch on each of these factors of the situation, leaving it to the two

parties most directly concerned to dwell upon them in detail, if they

deem fit.

No one denies the existence of what is called infiltration, nor that

it involves the Israelis in loss of life and property. No member of

the Council, I am sure, wishes to do anything that might encourage

this. No one would deny that the Israel authorities would be justi-

fied, and are justified, in using strong measures to check it, in so far

as damage to property or loss of life results. But not everyone who

crosses the Armistice demarcation line does so with criminal intent.

Acts of violence are indeed committed, but as the volume of illegal

crossings of the demarcation line is so considerable, if one is to

judge from the available statistics, it seems probable that many

crossings are carried out by persons—sometimes, I understand, even

by children—with no criminal object in view.

It has been alleged that this movement across the lines has

been organized and encouraged by high authorities in Jordan.

That is a matter to which, no doubt, the representative of Jor-

dan will turn his attention. I should like, however, to point out

that I do not know of evidence to prove this, whereas there is

ample evidence to show that trespassers cross the line on their
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own responsibility and in the full knowledge that they may pay

for doing so with their lives. The trouble about such a reprisal

raid as that at Qibiya is that it will probably only result in a

growth in the number of persons who decide to cross into Israel

to revenge themselves by taking life for life. Thus this reprisal

raid may bring upon Israel the very thing which it has hoped

to stop. Trespassers may now enter Israel in a spirit of revenge

prepared to commit desperate acts; and Israel may then retali-

ate with more raids, until the fabric of the Armistice Agree-

ment, by which both sides are bound to keep the peace, is torn

to shreds and general hostilities follow.

Clearly the situation arising from this vicious circle must be con-

trolled before it gets completely out of hand. Israel accuses Jordan

of failure to control its own civilians, and of inability to take the

necessary measures to prevent them from crossing the Armistice de-

marcation lines, or of punishing them severely enough when they

are caught and tried. But there are great diiBculties inherent in this

problem. There is the nature and length of the border. There is

the whole history of these last years. These things must be taken

into account.

In the circumstances, it seems that only by local co-operation be-

tween the police and defence forces of the two countries can an ade-

quate degree of control over infiltration, as it is called, be achieved.

For this reason, my Government has always viewed with favour the

existence and operation of local commanders' Agreements, and has

used its good offices to have them restored whenever they have been

cancelled or broken oft. We think it is a mistake to decry them, as

some have done, as being of too minor a degree of importance to

be effective. After all, one should walk before one tries to run, and

only by observance of the terms of local commanders' Agreements

and the consequent liberation of the Mixed Armistice Commission

from too much detail, can the general tension along the border de-

crease and an atmosphere less prejudicial to the settlement of dif-

ferences be created.

According to our reports—and General Bennike has confirmed

this I think in reply to one of my questions—the period until a

few days before the attack on Qibiya was one of comparative calm,

as distinct from events in the demilitarized zones on the Syrian and

Egyptian borders. That there were incidents cannot be denied, and

the attack on the house at Yahude, involving the murder of a woman
and two children, drew, and drew very properly, a sharp condemna-

tion from the Mixed Armistice Commission against Jordan. We
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have heard from General Bennike that the Jordan representative

himself described it as a horrible crime, and said that an investiga-

tion had already been started in Jordan. We have also heard how
he appealed to the Israel representative to ask that there should be

no retaliatory action, and how there was co-operation between the

Jordan and Israel authorities, with the help of General Bennike

and his staff, in seeking out the criminals. This was a dreadful and

distressing incident, but I would repeat that there is evidence of

a decrease in tension in the border area before it took place. Gen-

eral Bennike has referred to the efficacy of Local Commanders'

meetings, which were taking place during this period. He states

"the results achieved by this first method may not be spectacular,

they may be slow. The method is, however, effective to the extent

actually possible: if it does not suppress, it diminishes infiltration

and its dangers." That is what General Bennike said. It seems

to my Government that if this is so both sides would derive consid-

erable benefit by ensuring that such agreements are strictly observed.

This can be done, of course, only by co-operation between the com-

petent authorities on either side.

Such voluntary action by the Governments of Israel and Jordan

would be of great assistance to the United Nations Truce Super-

vision Organization. The officers and observers in this Organization

have, as we all know, a very arduous and, indeed, a very invidious

task. They have to depend upon the goodwill, and the offer of full

facilities in investigation, of both sides. Should these facilities be

withheld the observers are hindered in the proper performance

of the duties placed upon them by the Armistice Agreement and,

indeed, by the Chief of Staff. Any such obstruction is likely to lead

to a decline in the ability of the observers to provide accurate re-

ports of the result of their investigations. Irresponsible persons could

then profit by the knowledge that their actions might escape notice,

and a general deterioration could then set in, with very serious con-

sequences to one side or the other. Therefore, my Government con-

siders that it is of the highest importance that both the parties to

the Armistice Agreement should respect the officers of the Truce Su-

pervision Organization and give them full facilities in the perform-

ance of their duties. Combined with the proper observance of the

Local Commanders' Agreements this freedom of investigation may

well result in a marked improvement in the general atmosphere. At

least, that is our hope.

I should like at this point particularly to mention the very diffi-

cult position in which, as we see it, the Jordan Government has been

placed by reprisal raids. Without breaking the Armistice Agree-
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ment it cannot authorize any retaliatory action by its own forces. It

is obliged to exercise restraint and to control the more turbulent

elements of its population. It has for some time past been taking

measures to stop infiltration and to punish those who are caught.

The Israel Government must realize that the statements it makes

about the inability of the inhabitants of its own country to put up

with the situation apply at least in equal measure to the inhabitants

of Jordan. Both Governments have signed a General Armistice

Agreement, and both Governments are bound by its terms. The life

of these Armistice Agreements has lasted longer than originally con-

templated, but they do remain as bulwarks against a general break-

down of peaceful conditions, and must therefore not be undermined

or ignored in the search for some smaller, local advantage. The

Security Council is directly interested through the Chief of Staff in

the observance of the terms of the Armistice Agreement by both par-

ties, and expects them to comply fully with its provisions, including

those which provide for its modification by agreement between the

two parties.

In conclusion, let me just say this.

However much the Israelis may consider that they have been

provoked—and, as I have said, there is some doubt about the

exact extent of the provocation—it is sad, as we think, that the

lex talionis should apparently find such ready acceptance among

a small people, themselves composed for the most part of refu-

gees who have suffered unspeakable hardships and oppressions.

It is human to err.

All of us, as nations, have done things which we would prefer to

forget. No nation is perfect.

But if the small liberal democracy which, we believe, the sons

of Israel are seeking to establish in Palestine is to preserve the

sympathy of its friends throughout the world, then we suggest

that it would certainly be well advised not to try to show, as

some I think of the Israeli Press have sought to show, that the

destruction of a village in Jordan territory and the slaughter of

its inhabitants, most of whom were undoubtedly quite innocent,

was thoroughly justified, and indeed the logical and final result

of a chain of incidents.

We can, indeed, regard this raid in its context, and against the

whole unhappy background of the relations of Israel with its neigh-

bours. We can, and we should, do our utmost to rectify a situation

fraught with dangerous possibilities and to diminish the mutual

hatred and recrimination which must necessarily result from, the
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Qibya: "Horror and disapproval provoked by the Qibya

—M. Hoppenot of France
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continuance of a state of war and the failure up till now to agree

on a frontier. But that does not mean that we should seek to find

any excuse for the raid on Qibiya itself. I can hardly believe that

any member of the Council will try to excuse that. And my earnest

hope is that the representative of Israel when he comes to speak

will, on consideration, not seek to excuse it either.

Mr. LODGE (United States of America): As was made clear by

the United States Government shortly before the Security Council

decided to inscribe this item on the agenda, there appears to be no
doubt concerning the facts of the military action which took place

in Qibiya. The testimony by General Bennike confirms the fact that

this action was a violation of the cease-fire resolution of the Secu-

rity Council of 15 July 1948 and of the Jordan-Israel General Armi-

stice Agreement. We therefore subscribe to the statements in the

speech of the representative of the United Kingdom bearing on this

point.

We would expect the Security Council to take action only after

the representatives of Israel and Jordan have been heard, and we
shall listen with careful attention to what they say. We reserve our

right to speak again thereafter.

The PRESIDENT (translated from French): Speaking as head of

the French delegation, I wish to state that my delegation does not

intend to speak today on the substance of the question, for we shall

feel competent to do so only after examining more closely the re-

plies made by General Bennike to the questions put to him and

after hearing the representatives of Israel and Jordan.

I must, however, point out today that my delegation is in full

agreement with the general lines of the speech just made by the

United Kingdom representative and shares his feelings on the griev-

ous and tragic incidents which have led to this Council meeting.

The feelings of honw and disapproval provoked by the Qibiya

massacre in France have been a measure of my country's feelings

for the people of Israel so many of whose sons suffered side by side

with ours under the German yoke and mingled their blood with that

of many martyrs of the French resistance. If there is one nation

which, in our eyes, has less than any other the right of taking venge-

ance on innocent people, it is the one linked by racial and spiritual

bonds to the millions of innocent victims of Nazism during recent

years.

It is with all the greater sorrow, but with no less firmness than

other delegations, that my own delegation is compelled to associate

itself with the condemnation already expressed here for the action

undertaken by the armed forces of Israel against the inhabitants of
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the village of Qibiya. The fact that such an action cannot be lifted

out of its general historical context is no extenuation of it.

My delegation, I repeat, reserves the right during the coming de-

bate to revert to the circumstances surrounding this action and to

examine how the Security Council can contribute, whether by the

adoption of resolutions or recommendations or, at the same time,

by the support it may give to its representatives on the spot, towards

the improvement of the situation on the frontiers between Jordan

and Israel.

Mr. KYROU (Greece): My delegation also reserves its right to

come back to this question after we have heard the representatives

of Israel and Jordan. My hope is that the representative of Israel,

when he speaks, will find the way to condemn in the name of his

Government, in the most categorical manner, the horrible massacres

perpetrated in Qibia, and eventually inform us that disciplinary

measures have already been initiated against the perpetrators of

these massacres.

Mr. MALIK (Lebanon): I will say only a few words at this stage

in the development of this important affair. I listened with great

interest to the statement which has just been made by the represent-

ative of the United Kingdom and also to what the President said

and to what the representatives of the United States and of Greece

have said. I hope the Council will—in fact, I am sure it will—con-

tinue its consideration of this item in the same spirit of fairness,

justice and restraint which has been shown so far. For my part, I

will do my utmost to be true to that very spirit of restraint.

I should like to add one or two remarks. I hope that the repre-

sentatives around this table will not only read the two documents

which General Bennike has placed in our hands, but will also pon-

der on them as deeply and as critically as possible. I think they are

worthy of our deep meditation.

Then I should like to say that as I read these documents with the

care they deserve, I could not help arriving at a few conclusions in

a spirit of complete objectivity. I shall try to place these conclu-

sions before the Council at the appropriate moment. I shall do so

in a form which a great philosopher of the seventeenth century

adopted. There lived, in the seventeenth century, a famous man
whom I deeply respect, although I do not follow his philosophy.

His personality and his life is a constant source of inspiration to me.

I refer, of course, to the great philosopher, Spinoza. Spinoza wrote

a great work on ethics, and in it he tried to prove by the mathemat-

ical method about two hundred fundamental propositions concern-

ing God and the nature of the universe. Obviously, that method
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appealed a great deal in the seventeenth century, the century of

Newton, Leibnitz, and Descartes. This method appealed a great

deal to the minds of the civilized Western European world. I shall

follow Spinoza's method. I shall try to state a dozen or so funda-

mental propositions that can be easily deduced from these two docu-

ments before us, without any reference to any other documents ex-

traneous to those General Bennike has put in our hands.

I shall try to prove every one of these dozen or so propositions by

the strictest mathematical method. If my proof is correct, I shall

then be entitled at the end to add precisely what Spinoza added at

the end of every proof of his Q.E.D. I shall use this method with

the greatest of restraint and in a spirit of complete objectivity, and

without trying to be provocative in any manner whatsoever. I think

the only way in which we can all be helpful in the present tragic

circumstances is to follow that spirit of restraint and absence of

provocation.

I will only conclude at this stage by saying that it is my sincere

and earnest hope that the Security Council, in this instance, mind-

ful as I am sure it is of its great responsibilities for the maintenance

of peace and security in the Near East and for promoting conditions

under which peace could really flourish in that unhappy part of

the world, will act firmly and justly and with due consideration to

all the known and ascertained facts.

I wish to assure the President and the members around this table

that if the Security Council, in this glaring instance, should act in

that spirit and in that manner, we may then all hope that better

conditions might arise in our part of the world which might lead

to the furtherance of peace and security there.

Mr. EBAN (Israel): I have listened with interest and care to the

observations which have been made by the representatives of the

United Kingdom, the United States, France, Greece and Lebanon,

and I have also given some preliminary study to the replies just

published on behalf of the Chief of Staff of the Truce Supervision

Organization.

My chief conclusion is that the basic facts of the security situation

on Israel's four frontiers, as they appear from within those frontiers,

should be told and should be told in full. I have prepared a compre-

hensive survey of that situation with accompanying maps and docu-

ments, but it would, I am afraid, take the better part of two hours

for me to make that survey and to explain our specific proposal for

strengthening peace and security in the Middle East. I shall of

course have something to say about Qibiya and the preceding and

surrounding tragedies which have convulsed the peace and security
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of our region, and the observations made by the representative of

the United Kingdom will invite our attention to ways and means,

not so far used, whereby governments with direct influence in the

area may use that influence to restore peace on this frontier from

which Israel was invaded in 1948 and which has recently been the

scene of tragic and regrettable events.

Since the compass of this question is so wide, I should be glad if

the Security Council would agree to give me the opportunity of mak-

ing this presentation at the beginning of its next meeting on this

subject. I understand that members of the Security Council have a

priority in the right of speech over invited Members of the United

Nations, but on the other hand the viewpoints of the only Govern-

ment which lives within all four of these frontiers and which has

to operate all of these agreements may perhaps, as some represent-

atives have indicated, be an important element in any further con-

sideration of this question. For that reason, I would not like to

enter the substance of this complicated matter now, but I would
be able, I hope, to make a moderate and constructive contribution

to the Security Council's discussions if I were given the opportunity

to address it at the beginning of its next meeting.

The PRESIDENT (translated from French): If I understand him
correctly, the representative of Israel is asking me to place him at

the head of the list of speakers for the next meeting. Provided that

no member of the Council wishes to speak before him, his request

will be met.

I have no further speakers on my list today. Before closing, I

have an announcement to make to the Council. In order to meet

the convenience of certain of the Council's members or those it has

invited to attend, the meeting fixed for tomorrow afternoon will be

advanced to tomorrow morning at 10.30, as punctually as possible.

The agenda of that meeting will consist of the complaint by Syria

against Israel concerning work on the west bank of the River Jordan

in the Demilitarized Zone.

I should also like to know the Council's wishes regarding our next

meeting to consider the item on today's agenda. I would personally

suggest that we should meet on Thursday afternoon at 3 p.m., since

Wednesday will be taken up by a plenary meeting of the Assembly.

If members of the Council have no objection the next meeting to

consider the Qibiya incident and related questions will be held next

Thursday at 3 p.m.

I note that there is no objection.

Rose at 5.15 p.m.
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UNITED NATIONS, N. Y., Nov. 24-The Security Council late this

afternoon adopted a resolution of "strongest censure" of Israel for an

attack last month on the Jordan village of Qibya, in which more than

fifty Arabs were killed. The vote was 9 to 0, with Lebanon, which

had sought a stronger resolution, and the Soviet Union abstaining.
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